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Once upon a time, they had a deal
It is, nowadays, complex for one to pretend they do not know about climate change. During the last
decade, awareness around this issue has risen among the population, and people have started to
mobilize themself to bring concrete actions, either in their lives or on the political scene.
Institutions worldwide have taken matters into their own hands and, in 2015, the United Nations (UN)
has adopted the 2030 Agenda.1 The main priorities of this agenda are to uplift people around the
world, improve the economy, and make it more sustainable.2 As a committed partner of the UN,3 the
European Union (EU) has developed an agenda of its own, targeting the same goals tailored to the
region’s specificities.
Among the measures taken by Brussels to achieve such a project is the European Green Deal.
Introduced in 2019,4 it is the action plan to ‘clean’ the economy, work toward and improve
biodiversity conservation.5 But such an ambitious policy had an impact on several sectors, including
food production.
On this specific branch, the materialization of the Deal came through a factsheet called "From Farm
to Fork”, issued by the Commission in May 2020. This document lists the goals to achieve ‘green’
agriculture and improve farming techniques’ sustainability. As an example, one of the objectives is
to reduce by 50% the use of chemical pesticides by 2030.6
To reach this figure, the Union needs the Member States to change behaviors at the very base of their
production units. However, it is a difficult task to control precisely what happens there. Thus, Brussels
had to influence the productive methods through alternative ways.
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United Nations. "Transforming our world: the 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development." Accessed July 28, 2021.
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In this article, we wish to explore the relation between the food production policies (here, the
Common Agricultural Policy and Common Fisheries Policy) and the sustainable goals of the Union.7
8
Does the Green Deal, and by extension the European sustainable targets, have a real influence when
it comes to producing food?
Agriculture and the introduction of Green conditionality
One of the oldest and most prominent European policies, the Common Agricultural Policy (CAP),
was first adopted to increase productivity, stabilize the markets, and secure food.9 Of course, it
evolved with time and was reformed on numerous occasions across the decades to both answer its
critics and stay connected with current affairs.
To simplify the functioning of the CAP, it is a policy acting through funds. It is based on a two-pillar
system, each with its specificities and targets. The first pillar covers Income support, which provides
farmers a stable income from the Union,10 as well as Market Measures, which help producers to adapt
to market changes and to limit potential crisis.11 On the other hand, the second one focuses on Rural
Development and helps to finance countryside development, support the modernization of equipment,
and other projects.12 This pillar represents 25% of the total CAP fund.
While it might appear simple to get money from this policy, its funds are, in fact, subjected to several
conditionality mechanisms. The latest, introduced with the 2013 Reform, is the Greening
Conditionality mechanism.
Originally introduced as the price for greater flexibility in the CAP’s implementation,13 the
final version of the mechanism was weaker than one would have expected from its first drafts. It was
indeed supposed to condition 70% of the direct payments.
However, as the legitimacy of the Commission’s proposal was challenged,14 it watered down to 30%.
This impact downsizing came from the European Parliament’s Committee on Agriculture and Rural
Development’s (comAGRI) proposition. As members of this Committee tend to favor producers’
interests, it would not have been coherent for them to support such a constraining mechanism.15
7
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Furthermore, the trialogue meetings led to the addition of a range of exemptions to the fund’s new
conditionality, as well as covert ways to fill its ‘greening’ requirements.16
In the end, the new condition turned
out to be more of a symbolic gesture
rather than a concrete action. The
2013 Reform aimed to modify the
attribution of the funds, but it failed to
reach its goals. Yet, if one were to
examine the spending of the CAP’s
First pillar funds (also known as the
European Agricultural Guarantee
Funds), they would notice that 26.8%
of the money is allocated to ‘Green
Direct Payments’.

Source: European Commission, CAP Financing, Accessed August 21, 2021.
https://ec.europa.eu/info/food-farming-fisheries/key-policies/common-agriculturalpolicy/cap-glance_en#title%22CAP_financing.

It appears clearly that the Greening mechanism was severely watered down. Many exemptions were
introduced as well as covert ways to meet the requirements. Therefore, one could question the real
use of the Green Direct Payments and its relevance for the Agenda 2030 targets.
Fisheries, a sustainability champion?
Another European policy managing food production is the Common Fisheries Policy (CFP). As the
fifth producer17 worldwide of global fisheries and aquaculture production,18 Brussels stands out in
this sector and thus needs a strong strategy to develop itself even more in the field.
Originally a part of the CAP, the CFP took its independence after the adoption of the United Nations
Convention on the Law of the Sea (UNCLOS).19 Like its “mother-policy”, it aims to increase
productivity, stabilize the markets, and provide healthy food to the Europeans.
Yet, its structure is different.20 Unlike the Common Agricultural Policy, there is no two-pillar system
but rather a unique fund -the European Maritimes and Fisheries Funds (EMFF), adopted in 201421to support the various maritime goals of the Union.
Like its counterpart, the CFP was reformed in 2013. But, it did not gain a Green conditionality
mechanism. Instead, the revision of the policy focused on setting several ambitious targets, such as

16

Ibid, 152.
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setting fleet capacity ceilings per country -to reduce overfishing- or continuing multi-annual plans to
manage fisheries in different maritime zones.22
Looking closely at the EMFF distribution, it appears that Sustainable Fisheries and Sustainable
Aquaculture are the two main areas of expenditure.23 24 While one could be suspicious of the motive
behind such a choice, the CFP has proven itself to be more committed to a sustainable transition than
the CAP. As a matter of fact, rules, tools, and guidelines have been implemented to support this target.
A concrete example is the landing obligation, which has been gradually introduced from 2015 to
2019.25 Its goal is to eliminate discards by improving fish targeting and avoiding unwanted catches.
The obligation comes with rules to support its target and is based on the collaboration between
institutions, scientists, and fishers.26
The conflictual relationship of sustainability, agriculture, and fisheries
In food policies, sustainability can appear as more of a narrative element rather than a real concern.
Indeed, despite its attempts to increase representation of environmental issues and sustainable goals,
the CAP remains seriously restricted in terms of ecological sustainability. European agricultural
practices are still predominantly conventional and intensive, thus going against the set targets.27
Some would argue that it is because green transition is not perceived as important as providing food.
Indeed the focus of the policy is set on production rather than working toward sustainability.28
Moreover, scholars have pointed out that the CAP budget was shaped by the need to create a narrative
binding ecological practices to the policy.29 But as shown by surveys on the Agricultural Policy
Impact for 2014-2020, despite the opportunity for a transition toward sustainable agriculture, effects
were limited.30
One might hope that the newly adopted CAP,31 which will start in 2023,32 will be more true to its
green goals. The Union has already listed several specific objectives and practices established by the
policy instruments. However, a quick glance at the funds’ attribution shows that the upcoming tools
will be falling under the Second Pillar. As official documents do not mention enforcing the Greening
mechanism nor moving the Green Direct Payments to the Second Pillar Fund, this raises two
22
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questions. First, how would the agricultural policy be able to finance all these ambitious tools with
such limited resources? And more importantly, what would be the impact of these new expenditures
on its ongoing projects?
Unlike the CAP, on paper, the CFP is more in line with its sustainable goals. The money is
principally directed toward funding green actions and the sustainable transition, yet reality tells
another story.
Among the tools used by the CFP is the Maximum Sustainable Yield (MSY). This indicator
represents the highest theoretical catch that can be made out of a stock under existing average
environmental conditions, allowing the stock population to sustain itself indefinitely through somatic
growth, spanning, and recruitment.33 In other words: it is the highest figure you can catch without
causing long-lasting damages.
In the framework of the fishing policy, it has been used as a tool to restore fish populations in different
seas. But the progress has been strongly limited because fisheries cannot de-grow. It is, in fact, easier
to control stocks in aquaculture than in fisheries.34
As fisheries are a more critical sector to manage, one could expect this field to be central in transition
projects. Yet, it was left out of the Blue Growth Strategy35 in favor of aquaculture.36 37 Some authors
have suggested it was because of the limited financial potential of fisheries.38 However, if this
hypothesis is correct, it would then go against sustainable development as no transition sector is
supposed to be left out.
Moreover, while the CFP looks on the way to sustainability, the Commission has promoted seabed
mining in the Blue Growth Strategy.39 If done, there would be a profit of approximately €10 million
by 2030. However, scientists are concerned as this practice would have considerable environmental
consequences. No matter the technological progress, this sector would severely harm the ocean and
maritime biodiversity.40
Toward a Common Food Policy?
On paper, and on EU official websites, the most recent reforms of the CAP and the CFP are in
compliance with its sustainable goals. While theory and briefing papers do not lie, reality might tell
another story: the Union is not moving as fast as it could toward Agenda 2030.
It is not genuinely surprising, as numerous issues are targeted. Indeed, transposing all those goals into
the European canvas and by taking into account all national sensibilities is Sisyphean work. Thus
33
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38
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opening the conversation about sustainable transition by questioning the major policies was a logical
choice. Being at the base of the food production chain, the CAP was an obvious choice, and the CFP,
as another policy targeting food production, was a necessary complement. However, both struggle to
achieve their goals as external (and internal) elements slow them down.
To solve this issue, some scholars have suggested the creation of a Common Food Policy.41 It would
regulate the integrality of EU food production, while increasing its sustainability. Additionally, it
would promote environmental intervention and multi-level governance rather than letting member
states unevenly implement sectors of the policy.42 Under this framework, the need for a sustainable
transition would shift from the idea that it is a citizens’ wish to a public health matter. This implies a
policy offering more proactive and resilient actions, in contrast with the corrective ones shown in the
CAP and CFP.43
Globalizing fisheries, agriculture, food security, tech, environmental, and social issues, this Common
Food Policy could help Brussels move faster toward its target. Maybe it is a potential discussion for
the Conference on the Future of Europe, but as academics have not discussed the fundings of such
projects, its achievability remains debatable.

41
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Introduction
On 2 March 2021, the Court of Justice of the European Union (‘CJEU’) delivered its seminal
verdict on the Prokuratuur case.1 This case centred on the interpretation of Article 15(1) of Directive
2002/58/EC (‘the ePrivacy Directive’),2 concerning the retention of, and access to, personal data
in the telecommunications sector by law enforcement authorities, when read in light of Articles 7,
8, and 52(1) of the Charter of Fundamental Rights of the European Union (‘the Charter’). This
case note critically analyses the implications of this judgement, dissecting Prokuratuur’s broader
meaning for the scope and temporal remit of the ePrivacy Directive, the definition of serious
crime, and finally, how it informs the ongoing debate on law enforcement versus privacy. It will
contend that, while meriting some criticism, Prokuratuur is a much-welcomed, quiet refining of
existing CJEU jurisprudence.
Case Overview
Article 5 of the ePrivacy Directive guarantees the confidentiality of users’ data;3 However, the
exceptions to this guarantee are laid out in Article 15(1), which stipulates that national law
enforcement authorities may necessarily have access to the data concerned, to use as evidence in,
inter alia, the ‘the prevention, investigation, detection and prosecution of criminal offences’.4 Thus,
Member States are expected to have adopted their own legislature measures to this effect, taking
law enforcement measures only strictly ‘necessary, appropriate and proportionate...within a
democratic society’.5 To be balanced against this are citizens’ fundamental EU rights set out in the
Charter, such as Article 7, which protects private life,6 and Article 8, protecting personal data.7
Prokuratuur was concerned about the criminal prosecution of H.K, an Estonian individual, for theft
and use of stolen credit cards. At the relevant time, Estonian law obliged telecommunication
providers to indiscriminately retain the number, date, times and IDs of all communications made
for up to one year8 while permitting for the transfer of these records to a public prosecutor in the
1
Case C-746/18 Prokuratuur (Conditions d’accès aux données relatives aux communications électroniques) [2021]
ECLI:EU:C:2021:152 (Grand Chamber)
2
Council Directive 2002/58/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council of 12 July 2002 concerning the processing of
personal data and the protection of privacy in the electronic communications sector (Directive on privacy and electronic
communications) [2002] OJ L201/0037
3
ibid Article 5(1)
4
ibid Article 15(1)
5
ibid
6
Article 7(1) of the Charter of Fundamental Rights of the European Union
7
Article 8(1) of the Charter of Fundamental Rights of the European Union
8
Paragraph 111 of the Estonian Law on Electronic Communications (RT I 2004, 87, 593; RT I, 22.05.2018, 3).
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event of criminal charges against users.9 H.K. argued in their application before the Estonian courts
that this law was contrary to Article 15(1) in consideration of the above Charter articles. This, they
argued, unjustly interfered with their data protection rights in the public prosecutor’s (‘prokuratuur’)
collection of evidence. Therefore, the Estonian Supreme Court referred H.K’s case for a
preliminary ruling to the CJEU on this question.10
Ultimately, the CJEU held that in light of the requirement that public authorities respect Articles
7, 8 and 52(1)11 of the Charter, the act of retaining traffic and location data - also known as
metadata, or the ‘who, when and where’ of data12 - indiscriminately constitutes a breach of the
right to private life, insofar as this method can precisely inform law enforcement authorities on
the whereabouts of, and intimate details about, an individual.
Thus, Prokuratuur’s ratio decidendi was that Article 15(1) ‘must be interpreted as precluding national
legislation that permits public authorities to have access to a set of traffic or location data that are
liable to provide information regarding the communications made by a user… and to allow precise
conclusions to be drawn concerning his or her private life, for the purposes of the prevention,
investigation, detection and prosecution of criminal offences, without such access being confined to
procedures and proceedings to combat serious crime or prevent serious threats to public security’ [emphasis added].13
This applies regardless of the length of the period for which access is sought.
Three Steps Forward - and One Back? A Critique
Scope of the Directive
Navigating the scope of digital law enforcement is nothing new for the CJEU, as observed in
Tele2/Watson, which barred the indiscriminate retention of metadata for law enforcement purposes
in relation to prosecuting ‘serious crime’.14 This was followed by Ministero Fiscal, which first made
the distinction between access to ‘basic’ data (such users’ names and addresses) and more ‘serious’
data breaches, with the latter necessitating a proportionality test to grant the relevant authority
access under Article 15(1).15
Revolidis contends that Prokuratuur is perhaps best framed as an ‘evolution [and] not a revolution’
of this jurisprudence,16 and this assessment is fair. Some scholars have argued that given the
preceding case of La Quatrature17 a few months before Prokuratuur, the CJEU has granted the
Member States creative licence to ‘reanimate the walking dead’ and permit the indiscriminate access
9

ibid
Case C-746/18 Prokuratuur (Conditions d’accès aux données relatives aux communications électroniques) [2021]
ECLI:EU:C:2021:152 (Grand Chamber) para.26
11
Article 52(1) of the Charter of Fundamental Rights of the European Union
12
Kennedy, Ronan, and Maria Helen Murphy. Information Communications Technology Law in Ireland (Dublin: Clarus
Press, 2017) p.145
13
Case C-746/18 Prokuratuur (Conditions d’accès aux données relatives aux communications électroniques) [2021]
ECLI:EU:C:2021:152 (Grand Chamber) para.60
14
Joined Cases C-203/15 and C-698/15, Tele2 Sverige AB V Post-och telestyrelsen and Secretary of State for the Home
Department v Tom Watson [2016] ECLI:EU:C:2016:970 (Grand Chamber)
15
Case C-207/16, Ministerio Fiscal [2018] ECLI:EU:C:2018:788 (Grand Chamber)
16
Revolidis, Ioannais. “H.K v Prokuratuur: On Balancing Crime Investigation and Data Protection” [2020] EDPL 6 no.2
(2020): 319-324, 320
17
Joined Cases C-511/18 and C-512/18, La Quadrature du Net and Others and French Data Network and Others, and C520/18, Ordre des barreaux francophones et germanophone and Others [2020] ECLI:EU:C:2020:791
10
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to users’ metadata to help combat serious crime.18 However, in light of Prokuratuur, it is submitted
that such contentions are erroneous, as La Quatrature is concerned solely with national efforts to
combat national security threats like terrorism, a distinct concept from ‘serious crime’. Rather, in
Prokuratuur, we see a reiteration of a position more similar to that taken in Tele2/Watson that
indiscriminate retention and access to location and traffic data is disproportionate,19 with this
additional requirement that only serious crime may permit such a serious breach of the relevant
Charter rights upon a proportionality test.20 This is a nod to Ministerio, despite the fact that Ministero
did not go so far as to discuss metadata.
Such clarity in Prokuratuur is to be welcomed, as it finally gives the due weight to the increasing
importance of metadata like location and traffic data in combating serious crime: modern
technology has become so evolved that the actual content of communications is no longer
imminently relevant, and with location data, no communication on a device is even needed, giving
an unprecedented amount of accuracy on users’ location to national authorities.21 Furthermore, as
the CJEU correctly ruled, this may also go beyond the scope of what is strictly necessary for the
prosecution phase to reveal intimate details about the user’s private life under Articles 7 and 8 of
the Charter22 - so it is a positive development that the CJEU has once and for all reserved this
method of surveillance to the most extreme justifications under Article 15(1). Therefore, the
refinement of the existing CJEU jurisprudence in this area will provide much-needed clarity in
practice to law enforcement authorities - although it may prove contentious nationally as Member
States’ legal systems may require reform in light of the judgement, as is the case currently in
France.23
Temporal Scope
One other interesting scope of the ruling is that the CJEU in Prokuratuur refuted its Advocate
General’s prior Opinion that the time period for which access is sought should be a key
consideration in assessing the severity of interference under Article 15(1).24 As pointed out by
Baudelin, this is likely a preemptive measure to prevent some level of backlash from the Member
States in justifying the potential use of metadata even for brief periods to prosecute general-level

18
Sajfert, Juaraj. “Bulk data interception/retention judgments of the CJEU – A victory and a defeat for privacy” (European
Law Blog, 26 October 2020) Accessed 17 April 2021 https://europeanlawblog.eu/2020/10/26/bulk-data-interceptionretention-judgments-of-the-cjeu-a-victory-and-a-defeat-for-privacy/
19
Case C-746/18 Prokuratuur (Conditions d’accès aux données relatives aux communications électroniques) [2021]
ECLI:EU:C:2021:152 (Grand Chamber) para.27-45. See also Joined Cases C-203/15 and C-698/15, Tele2 Sverige AB V
Post-och telestyrelsen and Secretary of State for the Home Department v Tom Watson [2016] ECLI:EU:C:2016:970 (Grand
Chamber) and commentary under Sajfert, Juaraj. “Bulk data interception/retention judgments of the CJEU – A victory and a
defeat for privacy” (European Law Blog, 26 October 2020) Accessed 17 April 2021
https://europeanlawblog.eu/2020/10/26/bulk-data-interception-retention-judgments-of-the-cjeu-a-victory-and-a-defeat-forprivacy/
20
Case C-746/18 Prokuratuur (Conditions d’accès aux données relatives aux communications électroniques) [2021]
ECLI:EU:C:2021:152 (Grand Chamber) para.35
21
Privacy International. “Q&A: EU’s top court rules that UK, French and Belgian mass surveillance regimes must respect
privacy” (Privacy International,14 October 2020). Accessed 17 April 2021 https://edri.org/our-work/qa-eus-top-court-rulesthat-uk-french-and-belgian-mass-surveillance-regimes-must-respect-privacy/
22
Case C-746/18 Prokuratuur (Conditions d’accès aux données relatives aux communications électroniques) [2021]
ECLI:EU:C:2021:152 (Grand Chamber) para.35
23
Anonymous. “Metadata: what access for criminal purposes?” [in French] (Mathias Advocats, 5 March 2021). Accessed 17
April 2021 https://www.avocats-mathias.com/actualites/metadonnees
24
Case C-746/18 Prokuratuur (Conditions d’accès aux données relatives aux communications électroniques) [2021]
ECLI:EU:C:2021:152 (Grand Chamber), Opinion of AG Pitruzzella para.81-82
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criminality.25 Such mental gymnastics from the CJEU are arguably thus justified to prevent such
authority overreactions, and it would be naive to ignore the genuine possibility of such quotidian
Charter intrusions occurring without this important clarification.
‘Serious Crime’
In a similar fashion to rulings like Commission v Spain,26 which exposed the difficulties in
harmonising States’ enforcement of the Law Enforcement Directive,27 Prokuratuur reinforces the
underlying geopolitical tensions at play in the European law enforcement context when so many,
varied stakeholders are involved. Prokuratuur neatly side steps, for example, defining the politicallycharged term ‘serious crime’, as the Member States are legally permitted to differ on what is so
culturally pressing to warrant criminal prosecution via metadata under Article 15(1). However, it
is contended in response that such deference to Member States’ competences was erroneous and
that the CJEU missed an opportunity here to harmonise these national definitions. There is a
convincing overarching legal argument to be made for the bloc’s introduction of a more
autonomous concept of this notion, not least for citizens’ clarity and predictability in line with the
rule of law requirements.28 Secondly, without greater harmonisation of this notion, it is citizens’
Article 7 and 8 Charter rights that stand to lose the most in such a splintered process. Data
protection rights especially are a novel EU law concept - unlike Article 7’s ECHR-sourced privacy
rights29 - so it would make sense here to delineate the outer contours of Article 8. Finally, it is
difficult to envision some serious crimes that would not have cross-border elements requiring
harmonisation, such as child pornography, a cybercrime thatdefies state boundaries. This
definition, therefore, should be elaborated upon in cases post-Prokuratuur, and perhaps as Tracol
argues, the crimes articulated in Article 83(1) TFEU30 would offer the CJEU useful guidance here.31
Privacy vs Security
Prokuratuur also reinforces how the CJEU is often left to supplement vital legislative gaps and strike
the age-old political balance between a classically liberal demand for individual privacy against
broader societal necessities for public safety. However, law enforcement authorities have as much
interest as the individual in the clarification of the scope of Articles 7 and 8 of the Charter, given
their newfound status as primary law in the post-Lisbon Treaty era.32 Thus, the significant weight
25
Baudelin, Alexis. “The right of investigators to access the data of telephone operators seriously limited by a judgment of
the Court of Justice of the European Union” [in French] (Conseil National des Barreaux, 21 March 2021) Accessed 17 April
2021 https://consultation.avocat.fr/blog/alexis-baudelin/article-38977-le-droit-des-enqueteurs-d-acceder-aux-donnees-desoperateurs-telephoniques-serieusement-limite-par-un-arret-de-la-cour-de-justice-de-l-union-europeenne.html
26
Case C-658/19 Commission v Spain [2021] ECLI:EU:C:2021:138
27
Directive (EU) 2016/680 of the European Parliament and of the Council of 27 April 2016 on the protection of natural
persons with regard to the processing of personal data by competent authorities for the purposes of the prevention,
investigation, detection or prosecution of criminal offences or the execution of criminal penalties, and on the free movement
of such data, and repealing Council Framework Decision 2008/977/JHA
28
Docksey, Christopher, and Hielke Hijmans. “The Court of Justice as a Key Player in Privacy and Data Protection: An
Overview of Recent Trends in Case Law at the Start of a New Era of Data Protection Law” EDPL 5 no.3 (2020): 300-316,
314
29
Porcedda, Maria Grazia. “On Boundaries - finding the Essence of the Right to the protection of personal data” ed. Ronald
Leenes et al, Privacy and Data Protection, The Internet of Bodies (Oxford: Hart Publishing, 2018) 12
30
Article 83(1) on the Treaty of the Functioning of the European Union
31
Tracol, Xavier. “The Two Judgements of the European Court of Justice in the four cases of Privacy International, La
Quadrature du Net and others, French Data Network and Others, and Ordres des Barreaux francophones et germanophone
and others: The Grand Chamber is trying hard to square the circle of data protection” Computer Law and Security Review 41
no.1 (2021): 1-13, 10
32
Docksey, Christopher. “Ministerio Fiscal: Holding the line on ePrivacy” The Journal of European and Comparative Law
26 no.4 (2019): 585-594, 591
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afforded to these principles in Prokuratuur is a most-needed development, especially for Article 8.
In an increasingly data-driven information society, there has never been greater urgency to tackle
techno-determinism - or the ideology that an individual’s development or personality can be
defined by their data33 - in both the private and public spheres.
Conclusion
Concludingly, Prokuratuur’s declaration that law enforcement authorities’ access to location and
traffic data may only be reserved to the context of combating “serious crime” under Article 15(1)
is a positive refining of CJEU jurisprudence, albeit with the criticism that a more uniform
interpretation of “serious crime” is warranted. The upcoming ePrivacy Regulation to replace the
ePrivacy Directive will likely take stock of this crucial ruling, which - alongside cases like Schrems
II34 - exemplifies the CJEU’s newfound enthusiasm to protect Articles 7 and 8 against any
‘Kafkaesque’35 post-9/11 surveillance measures.

33
Porcedda, Maria Grazia. “On Boundaries - finding the Essence of the Right to the protection of personal data” ed. Ronald
Leenes et al, Privacy and Data Protection, The Internet of Bodies (Oxford: Hart Publishing, 2018) 16
34
See Case C-311/18 Data Protection Commissioner v Facebook Ireland and Maximillian Schrems [2020]
ECLI:EU:C:2020:559 (Grand Chamber)
35
Solove, Daniel J. “I’ve Got Nothing to Hide and Other Misunderstandings of Privacy” San Diego Law Review 44 (2008)
745-772, 757
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In 2014, Russia annexed Crimea. This has made a lot of people very angry and has been widely
regarded as a bad move. Whimsical aspersions to The Hitchhiker’s Guide to the Galaxy aside, the 2014
annexation of Crimea by the Russian Federation and the instigation of the War in Donbass have
drawn the eye of the world to the Baltic states, as especially Estonia and Latvia still have major
Russian or Russian-speaking minorities. Of these two, Estonia is still party to a disagreement over
its border with Russia, and subject to the fear that Russia might annex the majority Russianspeaking county of Ida-Viru, or at least the town of Narva located therewithin. Though a border
treaty was signed in 2005 between Estonia and Russia, neither party has yet ratified it, and
disagreement over the border and questions over Estonia will experience its own “Crimea” persist.
This paper will first provide an overview of the current border issues between Estonia and Russia,
focusing on Pechory and Narva, two towns central to the controversy. It will then discuss the
implications of the issue, and argue that though there may arise some problems from it, it is very
unlikely to be the “next Crimea.”
Pechory: “rightfully Estonian”
Pechory is a Russian town right across Estonia’s southeastern border, and the administrative centre
of the Pechorskiy Raion in Russia’s Pskov Oblast. Between 1920 and Estonia’s annexation by the
Soviet Union, the land that is now Pechorskiy Raion was under Estonian control in accordance
with art. 3(1) of the Treaty of Tartu of 1920.
The Treaty of Tartu gave to Estonia the entirety of Pechorskiy Raion, which includes the entire
western shore of Lake Pskov, as well as much of the land to the south of it. Following the
annexation of Estonia by the Soviet Union during and following the Second World War, the
border was redrawn in such a way that Pechory administratively fell under Pskov, and an
administrative border was drawn to the west of Lake Pskov. Since Estonia was an integral part of
Russia in the post-WWII Soviet Union, the border was merely administrative, but became the
official border following Estonia’s independence in 1991.
This rather irregularly shaped border, officially called the ‘temporary control line’ by Estonia1, to
the west of Lake Pskov has brought about some interesting situations. Having gained recent
popularity, the Saatse Boot is a bit of Russian territory jutting into Estonia between the villages of
Lutepää and Sesniki through which an Estonian road and Estonian powerline run, and one of only
1

Vahtli, Aila. 2018. “Estonian border guards detect five illegal border crossings over weekend.” EER, June 12, 2018.
https://news.err.ee/838869/estonian-border-guards-detect-five-illegal-border-crossings-over-weekend.
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two places along the Russian border where it is allowed to enter Russia without a visa2, on the
condition that you are not crossing through the territory by foot and that you do not stop your
vehicle. Since the turn of the century, the Saatse Boot has become a tourist attraction for visitors
to Estonia wishing to have had the experience of entering Russia without a visa3. This has led on
various occasions to border violations by tourists and the suggestion of the closure of the road
through Russian territory4, thereby cutting off the most direct route between the various small
villages to the south and north of the Boot. The border also divides Setomaa, the homeland of the
Finno-Ugric Seto people consisting of the Estonian Setomaa Municipality and the Russian
Pechorskiy Raion. Though the majority of them now live in Estonia, a number of them remain on
the Russian side5. In the northern part of Pechorskiy Raion lies one small village that the current
border has negatively affected: Dubki, a small Seto village on the shores of Lake Pskov, found that
it had become a de facto exclave of Russia6. Its only land connection a dirt road to the neighbouring,
now Estonian village of Popovitsa across what had become a strictly guarded international border,
and with no direct connection to Russia over water, the six inhabitants that Dubki still had in the
early 2000s had all left by 2010, leaving the village abandoned.
Narva: “essentially Russian”
On Estonia’s northeastern border lies the town of Narva, on the river with the same name. Though
the Treaty of Tartu granted Estonia the entirety of the region associated with Narva, including the
town of Ivangorod and a swathe of land to the east of the river, the Narva river nowadays forms
the de facto Russo-Estonian border.
Narva, and by extent most of Ida-Viru county, is majority Russian-speaking. When Russia annexed
Crimea in 2014, the world’s gaze soon landed on this small Russophone town on the border with
Russia, wondering if Narva would be ‘the next Crimea’7 – helped not in small part by Russia
bringing up the Russian minority in Estonia in the UN Human Rights Council8 and this question
being openly debated in Estonian politics9. For a while, the world seemed to think that after
Crimea, the Baltics would be next, and Estonia would be first10.
Narvans, however, seem content with their position. When Hromadske, a Ukrainian news
medium, visited the town, it found that though most people spoke Russian, they did not desire to

2
The other point lies about three kilometres northwest of the Saatse Boot, where the same Estonian controlled road runs
through another promontory of the Russian territory for approximately fifty metres.
3
Niitra, Nils. 2013. “’Saatse Boot’, last crumb of the Russian Empire.” Voxeurop, August 26, 2013.
https://voxeurop.eu/en/saatse-boot-last-crumb-of-the-russian-empire/.
4
Vahtli, Aila. 2018. “Ongoing border violations could lead to closure of road through Saatse Boot.” EER, June 12, 2018.
https://news.err.ee/831546/ongoing-border-violations-could-lead-to-closure-of-road-through-saatse-boot.
5
Agranat, Tatiana. No date given. “Community with non-trivial distribution of languages: Setos of the Pechory Region.”
Institute of Linguistics RAS: Moscow State Linguistic University.
6
“Tangled territories: European exclaves and enclaves.” 2005. Hidden Europe 3 (July 2005): 12-17.
7
Berman, Daniel. 2014. “Will Narva be Russia’s next Crimea?” The Diplomat, April 8, 2014.
https://thediplomat.com/2014/04/will-narva-be-russias-next-crimea/.
8
Ibid.
9
“”Is Narva next?” – events in Ukraine make Estonia actively engage in minority integration”. 2018. JAM News, December
22, 2018. https://jam-news.net/is-narva-next-events-in-ukraine-make-estonia-actively-engage-in-minority-integration/.
10
Kasekamp, Andres. 2016. “Why Narva is not next.” In Baltic Sea security: How can allies and partners meet the new
challenges in the region?, edited by Ann-Sofie Dahl, 30-32. Copenhagen: Centre for Military Studies.
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become part of Russia11. The results of Trimbach & O’Lear (2015) support this journalistic finding
academically: they too found no desire amongst Narvans to become part of the Russian
Federation, though they also found that there was no distinct connection amongst Narvans to
Estonia either12. As a matter of fact, they found that in general, Narvans ‘tend to perceive the
Estonian, Russian, and EU political systems as out of reach’13, even though they are politically
engaged locally. As found by both Hromadske and Trimbach & O’Lear, Narvans see that their
living standards, economic opportunities, and educational opportunities are significantly better on
the Estonian side of the border14. Narva itself, meanwhile, has provided its own opinion on the
matter by publishing a document titled “NARVA IS NEXT” to announce its candidacy for the
2024 European Capital of Culture15, stating that they opted for this title ‘[to claim] back the story
that had been hijacked by journalists flocking to Narva in search of proof about[sic] Putin’s next
annexation plans, asking again and again “Is Narva Next?”’ and answering this question with the
simplest of answers: ‘No.’16
Another frozen conflict
So will Estonia see its own “Crimea”? The resounding consensus seems to reflect Narva’s opinion
on the matter: “no”. As Kasekamp (2016) points out, Narva is located in a NATO country,
whereas Crimea was not only located in a non-NATO member but also already housed a major
Russian naval base in Sevastopol17, whilst Narvans themselves seem relatively content with living
in Estonia and are not very keen on becoming part of Russia18. And though Pechory and Ivangorod
may have been granted to Estonia under the 1920 Treaty of Tartu, these towns have historically
always been, and remain majority Russian, were not part of Estonian lands before 1920, and have
not been part of Estonia since 1944. Though disagreement over the Russo-Estonian border legally
persists, and though a significant Russian minority continues to live in Estonia, fears of a Russian
annexation of the Baltics seem, at least for now, unfounded.
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Executive summary
In its highly anticipated judgment on religious neutrality in the workplace, the Grand Chamber of the
Court of Justice of the European Union has on July 15th 2021 ruled for a second time1 that a ban by
a private employer on the wearing of Islamic headscarves in the workplace does not constitute
prohibited direct discrimination, if the ban treats all visible religious signs in a general and
undifferentiated way.2 With regard to indirect discrimination arising from an internal rule such as a
work regulatory frame, the Court refines its earlier ruling in the similar 2017 Achbita case 3 and
elaborates to what extent indirect discrimination - related to religion or belief - can be justified by the
employer’s desire to pursue a policy of neutrality in relations with customers or to prevent social
disputes, according to the EU’s Equality Framework Directive.4
Two German Muslim women, who had been banned by their respective employers from working
while wearing a hijab5 at their workplaces, both brought cases before the German courts citing illegal
discrimination on the grounds of religion.6 The Hamburg Labor Court7 and the German Federal Labor
Court8 sought preliminary rulings on the interpretation of certain articles of the Equality Framework
Directive, in particular article 2(1), as well as 2(2)(a), which pertains to direct discrimination and 2(2)(b),
which pertains to indirect discrimination and possible justification of indirect discriminatory policies.
The decision in this case does not come as a surprise against the backdrop of the Achbita and Bougnaoui9
cases, however, it provides private employers with a more stringent set of conditions that must be met
if they wish to apply a ban on the wearing of visible religious, political or philosophical signs or
garments.

1

The first time the Court explicitly ruled that prohibiting visible religious signs was not a direct discrimination was in the 2017
Achbita case, also known as G4S Secure Solutions case.
2
CJEU 15 July 2021, joined nrs. C-804/18 and C-341/19, ECLI:EU:C:2021:594.
3
CJEU 14 March 2017, nr. C-157/15, ECLI:EU:C:2017:203.
4
Council Directive 2000/78/EC 27 of November 2000 establishing a general framework for equal treatment in employment and
occupation (OJ 2000 L 303, p. 16).
5
Islamic head covering for women, more commonly known as “headscarf”.
6
Frank Cranmer, "Hijabs and employment in the CJEU: WABE and MH Müller Handel" in Law & Religion UK, 16 July 2021.
7
Arbeitsgericht Hamburg.
8
Bundesarbeitsgericht.
9
CJEU 14 March 2017, nr. C-188/15, ECLI:EU:C:2017:204.
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Cases
IX v WABE eV (C-804/18)
IX is a woman who was employed as a special needs caregiver by WABE, a large German child day
care provider that is non-denominational, meaning it is not affiliated with any religion or political
party.10 In March 2018, while IX was on parental leave, WABE adopted the “instructions on observing
the requirement of neutrality”, a work regulation that ought to be applied in all its centers, and which
inter alia required all employees to strictly refrain from wearing any visible signs showing their religious
or political beliefs to the children under their care, their parents and third parties in the workplace.11
When IX returned to work in May 2018 she refused to remove her hijab on two separate occasions,
which led to her temporary suspension and a warning in her employment file.12 During that same time
period, a colleague of IX was required to take off a Christian cross necklace that she wore around her
neck.13
IX filed a discrimination lawsuit at the Hamburg Labor Court, seeking removal of the warnings of
non-compliance with the work regulation from her employment file.14 She claimed that the rule directly
targets the wearing of the Islamic headscarf and therefore constitutes direct discrimination.
Furthermore, she argued that the German Federal Constitutional Court15 ruled that a prohibition on
wearing the hijab in the workplace constituted a serious interference with the freedom of religion and
had to relate to an established and specific risk in order to be permissible. With regard to the indirect
discrimination, IX claims that in the Achbita case the Court of Justice merely laid down minimum
standards in EU law, from which she deduced that that the higher level of protection against
discrimination achieved in Germany could not be reduced.16
WABE argued that the Achbita judgment authorized a private employer to implement a policy of
neutrality, provided it meets the conditions of consistent pursuit and restriction to employees who are
in contact with customers. They claimed that there was no indirect discrimination because the rule was
objectively justified by a legitimate aim and achieved by appropriate and necessary means. The transfer
of IX to a different job posting within WABE that did not involve contact with the children and their
parents was impossible because there were no jobs that corresponded to her qualifications.
The primary argument brought forth by WABE was that, in the Achbita Case, the Court had ruled
definitively on the primacy of neutrality over religious freedom in the workplace, and that the German

10

CJEU 15 July 2021, joined nrs. C-804/18 and C-341/19, ECLI:EU:C:2021:594, paragraph 22.
CJEU 15 July 2021, joined nrs. C-804/18 and C-341/19, ECLI:EU:C:2021:594, paragraph 25.
12
CJEU 15 July 2021, joined nrs. C-804/18 and C-341/19, ECLI:EU:C:2021:594, paragraphs 27 and 28.
13
CJEU 15 July 2021, joined nrs. C-804/18 and C-341/19, ECLI:EU:C:2021:594 paragraph 29.
14
CJEU 15 July 2021, joined nrs. C-804/18 and C-341/19, ECLI:EU:C:2021:594, paragraph 30.
15
Bundesverfassungsgericht.
16
Due to EU law’s Standstill Principle on social rights, which include labor rights.
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courts cannot change the balance between neutrality and religious freedom without contravening the
primacy of EU law.17
MH Müller Handel GmbH v MJ (C-341/19)
MJ was employed in a Müller Handel drugstore as a sales assistant and cashier. She started wearing a
hijab in 2014, which she refused to remove at her employers’ request. She was subsequently transferred
to another post where she was allowed to wear the headscarf. However, in June 2016 Müller Handel
asked her to remove her hijab at her new workplace as well. MJ refused just as she had done two years
earlier, which led to her being suspended. Shortly after, her employer provided MJ with the instruction
to refrain from wearing any “conspicuous, large-sized signs of any religious, political or philosophical
beliefs”.18
She brought an action before the national court arguing that her employers’ instruction prohibiting her
from wearing the hijab at work was invalid, and she demanded compensation for the damage
suffered.19 MJ invoked her constitutional right to freedom of religion, while claiming that Müller
Handel’s neutrality policy did not enjoy unconditional priority over the freedom of religion and should
be subject to a proportionality test.20
The employer defended its policy saying it was a necessity to prevent future conflicts between
employees, because such conflicts had already occurred in the past. MJ’s action was initially successful,
until Müller Handel appealed to the Federal Labor Court. In its appeal, the employer argued that the
Achbita case stipulated it was not necessary to establish neither specific economic harm nor a reduction
in customers for a prohibition on visible religious signs to be valid, and that the Court had therefore
attributed greater weight to the freedom to conduct a business than to freedom of religion.21
Prejudicial questions
The two courts decided it was necessary to refer questions to the EU Court of Justice concerning the
interpretation of the Equality Framework Directive (EFD) before they could issue a verdict in the
respective cases. For clarity and relevance purposes, only the prejudicial questions answered by the
Court will be summarized.
1. WABE: By its first question, the referring court asks whether “article 1 and article 2(2)(a) of the
Equality Framework Directive must be interpreted as meaning that an internal rule of an undertaking,
prohibiting workers from wearing any visible sign of political, philosophical or religious beliefs in the
17

CJEU 15 July 2021, joined nrs. C-804/18 and C-341/19, ECLI:EU:C:2021:594, paragraph 31.
CJEU 15 July 2021, joined nrs. C-804/18 and C-341/19, ECLI:EU:C:2021:594, paragraph 35.
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CJEU 15 July 2021, joined nrs. C-804/18 and C-341/19, ECLI:EU:C:2021:594, paragraph 36.
20
The concept of legitimate aim and necessary means must be interpreted strictly, see CJEU 16 July 2015, CHEZ Razpredelenie
Bulgaria, C-83/14, EU:C:2015:480, paragraph 112.
21
CJEU 15 July 2021, joined nrs. C-804/18 and C-341/19, ECLI:EU:C:2021:594, paragraph 37.
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workplace, constitutes direct discrimination based on religion with regard to employees wearing such
signs, within the meaning of that directive”.22
2. WABE: Must Article 2(2)(b) of the EFD be interpreted as meaning that “a difference of treatment
indirectly based on religion, arising from an internal rule of an undertaking prohibiting workers from
wearing any visible sign of political, philosophical or religious beliefs in the workplace, may be justified
by the employer’s desire to pursue a policy of political, philosophical and religious neutrality with
regard to its customers or users, in order to take account of their legitimate wishes?”23
3. Müller: Must article 2(2)(b)(i) of the EFD be interpreted as meaning that “indirect discrimination on
the grounds of religion or belief resulting from an internal rule of an undertaking prohibiting the
wearing of visible signs of political, philosophical or religious beliefs in the workplace, with the aim of
ensuring a policy of neutrality within that undertaking, can be justified only if that prohibition covers
all visible forms of expression of political, philosophical or religious beliefs or whether it is sufficient
that that prohibition is limited to conspicuous, large-sized signs provided that is implemented
consistently and systematically?”24
4. WABE and Müller: In two analogous questions, the courts ask whether article 2(2)(b) of the EFD
must be interpreted as meaning that “national constitutional provisions protecting the freedom of
religion may be taken into account as more favourable provisions within the meaning of Article 8(1)
of that directive in examining the appropriateness of a difference of treatment indirectly based on
religion or belief.”25
Decision of the Court of Justice of the European Union
After examination of all the prejudicial questions, the Court provided answers to the four relevant
questions mentioned before. According to the Court, an employers’ policy of neutrality does not
constitute direct discrimination if;
The rule is applied in a general and undifferentiated way. In its motivation, the Court recalls its
case-law26 according to which such a rule does not constitute direct discrimination provided that it
covers any manifestation of such beliefs without distinction and treats all workers of the undertaking
in the same way by requiring them, in a general and undifferentiated way, to dress neutrally, which
precludes the wearing of such signs.
In the present case, the rule appears to have been applied in a general and undifferentiated way, since
the employer concerned also required an employee wearing a religious cross to remove that sign. The
22

CJEU 15 July 2021, joined nrs. C-804/18 and C-341/19, ECLI:EU:C:2021:594, paragraph 43.
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Court concludes that in those circumstances, a neutrality policy, does not constitute direct
discrimination on the grounds of religion or belief with regard to workers who observe certain religious
clothing rules.27
Nor indirect discrimination;
The difference in treatment may in principle be justified by the employer’s legitimate aim28 of
desire to pursue and display a policy of political, philosophical and religious neutrality with
regard to its customers or users. However certain conditions must be met.29
•

A genuine need on the part of the employer has to exist. The employer has to demonstrate
the adverse consequences on its freedom to conduct a business which they would suffer in the
absence of such a policy, given the nature of its activities and the context in which they are
carried out, taking into consideration the legitimate expectations of its customers or users.

•

The difference of treatment has to be appropriate for the purpose of ensuring that the
employer’s policy of neutrality is properly applied, which entails that that policy is pursued
in a consistent and systematic manner.

•

The prohibition must be limited to what is strictly necessary having regard to the actual
scale and severity of the adverse consequences that the employer is seeking to avoid by
adopting such prohibition.

3. The ban must cover any and all visible signs of expression of political, philosophical or religious
beliefs. A ban covering only “large, conspicuous signs” means some employees would be treated
differently based on their religion, which would amount to unjustifiable direct discrimination.
4. Lastly, the Court holds that more favorable national provisions protecting the freedom of religion
may be taken into account while examining the appropriateness of a difference of treatment indirectly
based on religion or belief. It is for the national courts to take into account the interests involved in
the case and to limit the restrictions on the freedoms concerned to what is strictly necessary.30 The
assessment of the principle of proportionality should be carried out to strike a balance between the
protection of the various rights at issue. This achievement of balance is left to the member states and
their courts, allowing each member state a certain margin of discretion.

27

CJEU 15 July 2021, joined nrs. C-804/18 and C-341/19, ECLI:EU:C:2021:594, paragraphs 43-55 and 92(1).
A policy of neutrality is considered to be a legitimate aim. See the Bougnaoui case, CJEU 14 March 2017, nr. C-157/15,
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Evaluation
It is clear that the Court of Justice’s task to strike a balance between the right to freedom of religion
and the right to conduct a business is not only about the reconciliation of those two fundamental rights
alone. The wearing of visible religious garments -one of the most notable the Islamic headscarf- is a
controversial issue in many member states, where it has already been banned for positions in the public
sphere.31 Following this judgment, the Court has reaffirmed the allowance of prohibiting the wearing
in the private employment sector of such head coverings.
The Court does not rule out that member states can decide to enact legislation that would give a higher
level of protection to religious freedom, which could in theory lead to national courts striking a
different balance between the fundamental rights. A certain scenario however seems very unlikely and
would most definitely lead to cases being brought forward to the EU Court as well, as the margin of
appreciation granted to the member states is not infinite, and the wording of the Court’s argument
“may be taken into consideration” does not constitute any obligation for national courts to consider
more favorable national provisions.

31

Countries with bans on religious symbols in various sectors of public employment inlude Belgium, Denmark, France, Germany,
and the Netherlands. Of those countries, only France applies a blanket ban on religious symbols in its public employment sector.
Erica Howard, "Religious clothing and symbols in employment. A legal analysis of the situation in the EU member states"
in Directorate-General for Justice and Consumers, ISBN 978-92-79-75352-7, November 2017.
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Introduction
Among the funding instruments at the disposal of the European Union, the regional policy, or
Cohesion Policy, has played a fundamental role in fostering integration within the EU, particularly
in the past fifteen years. A substantial amount of the grants allocated through it is devoted to the
Convergence Objective, or Objective 1. Among the regions that become recipients of the funds
allocated for the first Objective of the policy, the majority belongs to the Central and Eastern
European area. The social, economic and political legacy of the region has, in fact, left severe
wounds on the regional fabric of CEE countries, creating strong intra-national structural
inequalities and differences. The accession to the EU has accentuated not only the differences
within the countries, but the discrepancies with more developed European regions. The grants
assigned through the EU Cohesion Policy in the past programming period have attempted to
decrease this issue of historical nature.
Cohesion Policy and the convergence mission
As part of the overall EU budget, the Cohesion Policy has proved to be an effective tool in the
hands of the European Union to encourage economic development and integration, while
fostering parallel growth, increased competitiveness and job creation in Member States. The policy
encompasses three general objectives, namely Convergence (Objective 1), Regional
competitiveness and employment (Objective 2), and Territorial Cooperation (Objective 3),
depending on the level of GDP per capita in the region. However, most importantly, its main and
ultimate purpose is to decrease disparities internally, among regions, and externally, among EU
members. The funds disbursed principally target less-developed regional entities within the
European Union territory, categorized as NUTS 2 regions, and where the population does not
exceed 3 million and the GDP per capita amounts to less than 75% of the EU average. These are
classified as “Convergence Regions” or as “Objective 1 Regions”.
CEE toward “catching-up”
EU cohesion instruments invested in Central and Eastern European countries comprise three
main funding instruments, namely the European Regional Development Fund (ERDF), the
European Social Fund (ESF) and the Cohesion Fund (CF)1. The Central and Eastern European
region effectively started its journey in the EU Cohesion Policy programs a few years before the
1
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countries’ accession, with pre-accession instruments. Countries from the aforementioned
geopolitical area have joined the European Union in the course of three different waves. More
precisely, Estonia, Latvia, Lithuania, Czech Republic, Slovakia, Poland, Hungary and Slovenia
accessed the EU in the year 2004. Consequently, Romania and Bulgaria joined in 2007. Finally,
Croatia successfully entered the EU on July 1st, 2013.
CEE countries are amongst the highest recipients of EU cohesion funds, as they show extremely
high levels of socioeconomic regional polarization, intensely relatable to their historical heritage
and legacy. Particularly during the 1990s, and as a consequence of the collapse of the Soviet Union,
Central and Eastern European countries were confronted with a deep economic downturn, social
transformation and high unemployment rates, due to the transition. This eventually contributed
to the expression and surfacing of intense and rooted internal structural discrepancies and
inequalities. As a consequence of the institutional and economic structures typical of the socialist
era, CEE countries showed an overall regional framework where only metropolitan regions were
able to successfully survive the post-socialist transition mechanisms and processes2, despite the
support represented by foreign direct investment (FDI). On the other hand, rural, less
industrialized and less populated areas further deteriorated, lacking the proper instruments to
survive market economy. Perhaps, the biggest issue for the mentioned peripheric regions was the
lack of skilled human resources and workforce, resulting in a general condition of
underdevelopment.
Programming periods and impact on the economic system of the recipient countries
In order to measure the impact exercised by funds made available by the European Union, one
has to analyze the different programming periods in the context in which CEE countries received
financial aid. As part of the pre-accession programs implemented by the European Union to
support EU candidates and potential candidates, Central and Eastern European countries became
overtime beneficiaries of three different instruments, namely PHARE (Poland and Hungary Aid
for Restructuring of the Economy), SAPARD (Special Accession Programme for Agriculture and
Rural Development) and ISPA (Instrument for Structural Policies for Pre-Accession). The
principal purpose of the mentioned tools was to support CEE countries in achieving increased
levels of development in view of the proper accession. Pre-accession instruments interested the
areas of institutional modernization3, infrastructure, employment, services, environment
protection and overall competitiveness.
2004-2006 Programming Period
As a consequence of their accession to the European Union on 1 May 2004, joining CEE countries
were granted a number of funds as part of the programming period that was in process at that
moment. The priorities defined for the 2004-2006 period targeted human resource development;
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competitiveness of enterprises; agriculture, fisheries, and rural development; infrastructure and
local development; technical assistance for the implementation of funding4.
All regions of Estonia, Latvia, Lithuania, Hungary, Poland and Slovenia were eligible under
Objective 1. Only the metropolitan regions of Prague and Bratislava, in the Czech Republic and
Slovakia, did not fall under the Convergence objective. In the course of this period, EU funds
aimed at fostering a diversification of the economy, particularly investing in research, development
and innovation5.
2007-2013 Programming Period
In the course of the 2007-2013 programming period, the countries under scrutiny were allocated
174.72 EUR billion through EU funds, accounting to around 16.2% of the whole CEE region’s
annual GDP6. The whole territories of Croatia, Bulgaria, Estonia, Latvia, Lithuania, Poland,
Romania and Slovenia became subject to the Convergence objective. As for the Czech Republic,
Hungary and Slovakia, all regions except for the territory comprising their capitals fell under the
Convergence Objective. Areas of prioritization for the grants were promoting the development
and competitiveness of small and medium enterprises and job creation, transport infrastructures
and environment, as well as research and technological development. Bulgaria and Romania,
joining in the same year, were immediately included in the program. Croatia, on the other hand,
underwent the totality 2007-2013 as the recipient of the IPA pre-accession instruments7. The
budget devoted to CEE countries overall comprised 89.16 EUR billion under the European
Regional Development Fund, 58.96 EUR billion for the Cohesion Fund and 26.60 EUR billion
for the European Social Fund8.
The highest beneficiary for this period was Poland. The country, as a matter of fact, was allocated
67.19 EUR billion, as representing the country with the largest population in the region. The Czech
Republic and Hungary followed, with the second and third highest amounts of grants, respectively
26.30 and 24.92 EUR billion, allocated by the EU for the programming period9. As for the results
of the programming period, after 7 years from the launch of the program, 98% of the granted
funds were distributed and invested by beneficiaries. Among CEE countries, the highest
contracting ratios were registered in Bulgaria and Hungary, respectively with a ratio of 112% and
106%10. Moreover, overall, the contracting ratio in CEE countries was 98%11 for the ERDF, CF
and ESF equally.
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Nevertheless, a high discrepancy could be observed, in a number of CEE countries, between
contracting ratio and payment ratio, emphasizing to what extent EU funds were - or not effectively implemented for the ultimate purpose of the economic development of the countries.
More precisely, whereas a number of countries showed a high payment ratio, as in the case of
Estonia (77%), Lithuania (74%) and Latvia (70%), other beneficiaries achieved a low payment
ratio, in comparison with contracting funds. This was the case of Bulgaria, Romania, Slovakia and
Hungary12. It is, also, worth pointing out how the implementation of 2007-2014 EU Funds passed
through the global economic crisis, partly undermining the positive effect of the grants.
2014-2020 Programming Period
For this subsequent period, the highest recipient of EU funds was Poland, followed by the Czech
Republic and Hungary, all amounting to 75% of the grants devoted to the overall region13. For the
period, investment priorities in the context of the European Structural and Investment Funds
(ESI)14 were transport, energy and ICT infrastructures, enterprises and employment, sustainability
and environmental protection15, education and human capital. At present, among the 11 CEE
countries, Lithuania has spent 64% of the decided funds16, achieving the best performance among
them, followed by Estonia (62%)17. In contrast, by 2021, in Slovakia the lowest percentage of the
funds was spent, with 45%18.
Overall impact
Indeed, the Cohesion Policy designed by the European Union has supported the process of
“catching-up” of less-developed regions and countries to the wealthier areas of the EU, improving
the overall levels of European integration. However, since 2004, initial concrete attempts to boost
internal convergence achieved disappointing results. In the course of the first years, complications
in the processes of implementation emerged, caused by a lack of clear and effective administration,
coordination and monitoring of the granted funds, most notably from regional and national
authorities in charge. This led to delays in implementation and procedural issues. On the other
hand, however, external convergence with EU countries improved. Intra-national discrepancies
persisted, particularly in the course of 2004-06, and persist at the present day19. A significant
exception is Poland. As a fact, the Mazowieckie Polish region left the status of less-developed
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region, qualifying as an area with a GDP per capita amounting to over 75% of the EU average for
the 2014-2020 funding period.
Better results were achieved in wider macroeconomic terms. As for GDP rates, for instance,
Visegrád countries experienced notable overall growth, despite a decrease in the years between
2009-2011, connected to the economic crisis. To mention one specific national case, between 2014
and 2015, while the average EU GDP growth was 1.9%, Czech Republic registered an annual
average growth of 4.5%20. Moreover, estimated data demonstrate how, between 2003 and 2017, a
growth of 94% in GDP per capita was registered in Slovakia21, and a growth of 100% in Poland22.
A further key indicator of the positive impact of the EU cohesion policy in CEE countries is the
level of national expenditures on research and development. As a fact, data from the European
Commission show how R&D expenditures grew from 40 euros per inhabitant in 2004 to 144 euros
per inhabitant in 201623, therefore encouraging job creation and employment. It is still early to
evaluate the impact of the cohesion policy, in the form of the European Structural and Investment
Funds, since the Covid-19 has highly affected the performance and implementation of the
programs.
Conclusion
To conclude, while disparities of social and economic nature are still visible and present within the
Member States, differences between EU countries have decreased. This eventually resulted in an
overall general national development that affects all regions. One can say, without a doubt, that
the present economic downturn connected to the Covid-19 pandemic poses a threat to the overall
development rate of Central and Eastern European countries, and most importantly to
Convergence regions. EU financial and funding measures to counter the emergency in the
upcoming years have been subject to changes and re-arrangement of the instruments. The aim is
to encourage Member States’ recovery, particularly through the Recovery and Resilience Facility
fund24. Taking into consideration that the objectives for the new 2021- 2027 Multiannual Financial
Framework revolve around the European green and digital transition, concerns have arisen
amongst experts over the impact a similar shift in priorities will have on the CEE region. It was
emphasized how new and strengthened areas of intervention should not cause a neglection of the
cohesion policy aiming at convergence and competitiveness.25
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Since the establishment of supranational cooperation in the industrial fields of steel and coal, the
European structure has greatly developed through a process of increasing integration. The current Lisbon
Treaty, broadening the previous European building, represents a strong meeting of wills between
countries that share a common background, defining a peculiar structure that has no parallel among all
the other supranational formations: a sui generis actor.1 Identifying the nature of the European Union has
always represented a challenge for many scholars, as statehood could not be considered the starting point
anymore. More than a state, less than a federal construction, its role as a global actor in international
relations has often been discussed.
The concept of Actorness
The concept of actorness has only been referred to state entities for a long time, respecting the common
Westphalian mindset of international relations theories. When the doctrines began to deal with relevant
actors other than national states, from the early Seventies this notion started to be applied to the analysis
of the EU's performance in international relations. Gunnar Sjöstedt gave a boost to the academic debate
regarding actorness by providing a first definition of the concept: “(the) capacity to behave actively and
deliberately in relation to other actors in the international system.”2 More generally, Sjöstedt’s first
approach to the issue aimed at providing a model for the evaluation of the European Community as an
independent actor on the international stage. He, therefore, developed three main characteristics that
were needed to define actor capability: a common vision on the major goals toward which target
resources; effective decision-making under conditions of urgency; and a network of bodies able to
implement the entity’s decisions. It is thus clear how Sjöstedt’s reflection maintained some of the
fundamental state-like properties, mostly focusing on the internal aspects of the Union. According to
other scholars, he was this way neglecting important external aspects, rendering his model difficult to
apply in specific cases.3
Subsequent developments were brought by Joseph Jupille and James Caporaso at the turn of the
millennium. Jupille and Caporaso, lamenting the lack of specific features to analyze the role of the
European Union, identified four main criteria to frame actorness:4 recognition, meaning the external
acknowledgement and acceptance of European competences; authority, the legal competence to act;
cohesion, described as the ability to act according to consistent internal policy preferences; and autonomy,
the degree of the capacity of the Union to act independently from other actors, including its internal
constituents. Although presenting interconnected criteria which were “operationalizable” for empirical
1
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research and including factors external to the EU, Jupille and Caporaso’s approach has been defined as
complex since each element contains several sub-criteria.5
Further attempts to conceptualize the articulated notion of actorness were surely represented by the
reflection of Charlotte Bretherton and John Vogler,6 which can nowadays be considered as the most
widely accepted starting point in assessing EU capacity. Their analysis seemed to stress the interrelation
of three main concepts: opportunity, capability, and presence. The former “denotes factors in the external
environment of ideas and events which constrain or enable actorness”, meaning the structural context of
EU’s actions. Capability focuses on the internal dimension of the Union and on the availability of policy
instruments. Presence refers to the ability of the EU, by virtue of its existence, to acquire a certain salience
in international affairs that enables it to exert influence beyond its borders, changing its partners’
behaviour by means of soft or hard power. The concept of EU presence was already detailed by Allen
and Smith,7 who separated this notion from actorness, observing how the EC, although not fulfilling the
main criteria of actorness, had an important presence on the international stage anyway. This point was
further developed by Smith,8 who observed that the European Union, despite having a considerable
presence in international affairs, “(was) not always able to translate its presence into “actorness”: this was
mainly due to the different decision-making processes within the Union, especially at the time when the
three-pillars structure was in force.
The Concept of Effectiveness
When the focus shifted from the characteristics and definition of EU actorness to the analysis of its
outcomes, the concept of effectiveness entered the debate as a fundamental element to understand the
notion of actorness itself comprehensively. One of the first contributions to the issue was given by
Christopher Hill9 with his reflection on the “capability-expectations gap”: he argued that the EC, back to
that time, was not able to fulfil all the expectations arising from the new role that the Community was
starting to play on the international scene, leading to a lack of any effective results. Recent analyses have
underlined how the effectiveness of EU actions is directly linked to the concept of coherence, meaning
the ability of the Union to speak with one voice,10 showing up at the international level as a unified body
rather than as a mere sum of national wills. On the other hand, according to other authors, this one-toone correspondence reveals several weaknesses: the attempt to reach a certain extent of coherence at the
internal level may bring the Union to lower its standards on certain issues,11 producing; as a result,
ineffective or insufficient policies; in addition, this unilateral correlation does not account for the external
opportunity structure as it was intended by Bretherton and Vogler.
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Concluding Remarks
The element of actorness, strongly debated in its very definition, does not respect any univocal
characterization. Rather, it opens to several interpretations according to which elements are taken into
account – be them internal factors, external circumstances, or the combination of the two. Similarly, the
concept of effectiveness changes with regard to the different policy areas that are examined. The great
conceptual discussion about these two concepts has resulted in different understandings about the degree
of connection between them. At least a certain level of connection shall be recognized: even rejecting the
equivalence between actorness and effectiveness, it remains the belief that effectiveness builds on
actorness. The former is considered as goal attainment12, thus becoming the outward-looking element
describing the output side. The latter, as already reported, is the ability to function “actively and
deliberately in relation to other actors in the international system”13, thus representing the input side.
Therefore, there has to be a “certain capacity to behave actively and deliberately in order to enable the
EU to act effectively,”14 while the subsequent translation of actor capacity into actor effectiveness
depends on the opportunity structure.
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Last year, in the midst of the Covid-19 pandemic, the European Commission presented ‘Next
Generation EU’, a recovery fund designed to boost the EU economy after the pandemic-related
downturn. On May 27, 2020, President Ursula von der Leyen announced the proposal for the fund
with much fanfare in the European Parliament. Von der Leyen spoke of a “defining moment”,
“Europe’s moment”, a “binary choice”, and a “leap forward”.1 A total of €750 billion (in 2018
prices2) was going to be raised for Next Generation EU, of which €500 billion would be grants and
€250 billion loans. Adding up the recovery fund and the EU’s new Multiannual Financial
Framework (MFF) for the period 2021–2027 means that this year is the start of Europe’s “largest
stimulus package ever”, worth €1.8 trillion.3 What are member states going to spend all this money
on? Can they absorb it?
Next Generation EU: A Breakdown
The European Commission describes Next Generation EU as a fund that “will help repair the
immediate economic and social damage caused by the coronavirus pandemic and make the EU fit
for the future.”4 In current prices the recovery fund is worth €806.9 billion. Most of it is dedicated
to the so-called ‘Recovery and Resilience Facility’ (€723.8 billion). The remainder of €83.1 billion
will go to existing programs, such as the Cohesion Policy and the Just Transition Fund. While the
fund is presented as a response to the pandemic, the focus of the Recovery and Resilience Facility
is on more long-term and only semi-related topics: energy (clean technologies and renewables;
energy efficiency of buildings; sustainable transport and charging stations) and digitalization (rollout of rapid broadband services; digitalization of public administration; data cloud and sustainable
processors; education and training to support digital skills).5
Ultimately the ratio of grants to loans has significantly changed. While in the original proposal €500
billion was supposed to be grants and €250 billion loans, the final plan promises €338 billion in
grants (excluding €83.1 billion funds for existing EU programs) and €385.8 billion in loans.6 To be
eligible for Next Generation EU funds, member states have to submit a plan to the Commission,
detailing how they will use the funds. The plans must adhere to the Commission’s allocation rules,
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which prescribe that at least 37% must be spent on green investments and at least 20% on digital
investments—the two priorities mentioned above.7
Who gets what?
Looking at the grant allocations of the Recovery and Resilience Facility by country (excluding the
loans), Italy and Spain stand out as the biggest recipients by far with a maximum grant allocation
of €68.9 billion and €69.5 billion respectively.8 France is the next member state in line at €39.4
billion, while Germany, the biggest EU member, is eligible for ‘only’ €25.6 billion. Country
allocations are based on three factors: (1) population size, (2) inverse of GDP per capita, and (3)
loss of real GDP due to the pandemic.9
Recovery and Resilience Facility maximum grant allocation (in billion EUR)
Spain
69.5
Italy
68.9
France
39.4
Germany
25.6
Poland
23.9
Greece
17.8
Romania
14.2
Portugal
13.9
Hungary
7.2
Czechia
7.1
Bulgaria
6.3
Croatia
6.3
Slovakia
6.3
Netherlands
6
Belgium
5.9
Austria
3.5
Sweden
3.3
Lithuania
2.2
Finland
2.1
Latvia
2
Slovenia
1.8
Denmark
1.6
Estonia
1
Ireland
1
Cyprus
1
Malta
0.3
Luxembourg
0.1
10
Table 1: Recovery and Resilience Facility maximum grant allocation
So far, 24 of the EU’s 27 member states have submitted their national recovery and resilience plan,
of which 18 have been endorsed by the European Commission.11 Only Bulgaria, the Netherlands,
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and Poland have yet to submit their plan. In the case of Bulgaria and the Netherlands this is
understandable, as both countries have been occupied with the formation of a new government
since April and March respectively. Most member states have decided not to take any loans offered
under Next Generation EU, and will rely solely on the grants shown in Table 1, at least for now
(according to the recovery and resilience plans submitted). Therefore, with only Bulgaria, the
Netherlands, and Poland remaining, it looks like the sum of Next Generation EU is going to be
lower than €806.9 billion. Of the countries that have submitted plans that include loans (Cyprus,
Greece, Italy, Portugal, Romania, Slovenia), Italy stands out: it has submitted a recovery and
resilience plan of €191.5 billion, of which €122.6 billion are loans.12
What does one spend €191.5 billion on?
Italy’s plan has been approved by the European Commission, which means the country will have
to spend almost €200 billion in the coming years.13 What is the Italian government going to do with
this money? A short overview of the recovery and resilience plan tells us that €32.1 billion will be
spent on sustainable mobility (interregional high-speed trains, cycling lanes, metros, green buses,
electric charging points and hydrogen refueling stations), €13.4 billion on digitalization of
businesses (“promoting the uptake of digital technologies by companies through a tax credit
scheme aimed at supporting and accelerating their digital transformation”), and €26 billion on
education and the labor market, among other things.14
Biggest expenditures in Italy’s recovery and resilience plan (in billion EUR)
Sustainable mobility
32.1
Energy efficiency in residential buildings
12.1
Renewable energy and circular economy
11.2
Development of ultra-fast and 5G networks
6.7
Digitalization of businesses
13.4
Digitalization of the public administration
6
Education and labor market
26
Public administration and the justice system
3.7
Enhancing social and territorial cohesion
13.2
Healthcare, telemedicine and homecare
15.6
Table 2: Biggest expenditures in Italy’s recovery and resilience plan15
This article does not judge about the content of the recovery and resilience plans. In the case of
Italy, it is clear that the economy has not been functioning well and that there are problems in
public administration, digital connectivity, and on the labor market, to name a few. But as Robert
Conquest wrote in his Reflections on a Ravaged Century, “it is not enough to show that a situation is
bad; it is also necessary to be reasonably certain that the problem has been properly described,
fairly certain that the proposed remedy will improve it, and virtually certain that it will not make it
worse.”16 In that light, it is worth analyzing the larger mechanisms of EU funds.
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Absorption capacity and southern Europe’s track record
Italy and Spain stand out as the biggest recipients, but as mentioned the combination of the entire
Next Generation EU plan and the new Multiannual Financial Framework is Europe’s biggest
stimulus package ever (€2.018 trillion in current prices), approximately twice the size of the 2014–
2020 MFF.17 It is also worth remembering that EU funds come on top of member states’ national
budget. The €2.018 trillion should normally be spent in the timeframe 2021–2027. This puts
considerable ‘spending pressure’ on countries. Is there such a thing as too much money?
Recent history suggests that there is. Absorption capacity, or the lack thereof, has been an issue
when it comes to EU funds. In the past, countries such as Greece, Italy, Portugal, and Spain have
demonstrated difficulties absorbing all of the available EU funds.18 Partly for this reason, the EU
introduced caps on total annual funding available under European Structural and Investment
Funds (ESIF)19 to member states. In the 2014–2020 MFF this cap was set at 3.8% of national
GDP.20 For the 2021–2027 MFF it has actually decreased and has become dependent on the
relative wealth of the country. The cap now varies from 2.3% of GDP for the poorest member
states to 1.55% for the wealthier countries.21 However, this cap only applies to the new MFF. Next
Generation EU funds come on top of it and for many member states adds another 1–3% of GDP
in funds.22 According to calculations by Alcidi et al. the biggest recipients “will have to absorb
between 4% and 8% of GDP” annually from the MFF and Next Generation EU combined.23
The biggest recipients of Next Generation EU do not have a good track record when it comes to
absorption capacity. Alcidi et al. observe that “southern and central-eastern countries have the
lowest absorption rates” (3) of funds from the 2014–2020 MFF. The underlying reasons fall outside
the scope of this article. As of December 31, 2020, Italy has spent 51% of its 2014–2020 ESIF,
Spain only 43%, the lowest in the EU.24
Percentage of 2014–2020 ESIF spent
Finland
83
Ireland
77
Austria
75
Luxembourg
74
Sweden
70
Netherlands
66
France
66
Lithuania
64
Portugal
63
Germany
62
Estonia
62
17
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Latvia
61
Hungary
58
Czechia
58
Malta
58
Slovenia
57
Greece
56
Cyprus
56
Poland
55
Bulgaria
53
Denmark
52
Italy
51
Belgium
50
Romania
49
Croatia
49
Slovakia
45
Spain
43
Table 3: Percentage of 2014–202 Structural and Investment Funds spent by December 31, 202025

Prospects and implications
One of the assumptions in the Next Generation EU recovery plan is that approximately 25% of
the funds will be distributed in the period 2021–2022 and the remaining 75% in 2023–2026.26 That
would require a significantly faster implementation than was achieved with the 2014–2020 MFF
funds. The European Commission claims that Next Generation EU could contribute to an average
real GDP increase of 2% by 2024.27 However, full implementation would require an increase of
yearly public investments of approximately 70% for Italy, 95% for Greece, 100% for Spain, and
even over 100% for Bulgaria, Croatia, and Portugal, which is unrealistic. As Darvas notes, from
this year onwards EU member states have the following funds to absorb:28
1. Remaining 2014–2020 ESIF (see Table 3);
2. 2021–2027 ESIF (€1.211 trillion);
3. Next Generation EU funds.
Is this a problem? The worst that can happen is that not all funds are absorbed, one would say.
However, as Darvas indicates, it becomes problematic when absorption of EU is an objective in
itself. “As a 2018 special report of the European Court of Auditors (ECA) highlighted, the rush to
absorb funds can lead to insufficient consideration of value for money.”29 This increases the risk
of corruption and waste of public money. Additionally, it is not a coincidence that Italy has decided
to take over €122 billion in loans. These loans can be taken at a low interest rate, which is lucrative
for a country that is over 130% indebted (public debt as share of GDP). The solution to Italy’s
debt problem is a discussion worth a separate article, but coming back to Conquest, Next
Generation EU does not convince us that it is a remedy that will improve the situation, nor is there
any guarantee that it will not make the situation worse (more public debt). The European
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Commission will raise funds on the capital markets to finance Next Generation EU,30 but chances
are that the recovery plan will only worsen the EU’s financial situation, especially when it allows
countries like Italy to increase their public debt at artificially low interest rates.
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Introduction
Article 9 of the European Convention on Human Rights provides for freedom of thought,
conscience and religion. It further provides for freedom to manifest one's religion or beliefs,
subject only to the limitations that are prescribed by law and necessary in a democratic society.1
This essay seeks to criticise the European Court of Human Rights (ECHR)’s approach towards
justifying restrictions on Article 9 rights based on the need to promote gender equality. It will be
argued that, in interpreting the rights provision, the Court has taken a narrow and westernised view
of gender equality. It will further be submitted that the Court should add an intersectional lens to
interpreting any gender equality justifications.
Part 1: The Margin of Appreciation - Westernising Perceptions of Gender Equality
The Court has relied on the doctrine of the margin of appreciation to assess any limitations
Member States place on the manifestation of religious belief. This refers to the idea that the Court
has a supervisory role in defending rights, with the national authorities being regarded as having
greater capacity to protect rights in accordance with the tradition and culture of each member
state.2 It is submitted that, in using this doctrine, the Court has favoured a westernised approach
to gender equality in interpreting Article 9 restrictions that assumes a non-intersectional experience
of women.
It is submitted that the case of Dahlab v Switzerland laid the foundations for this approach.3
Following her conversion to Islam, the applicant was a teacher who had opted to wear an Islamic
headscarf while teaching. The Swiss authorities sought to ban her from wearing the headscarf to
work, on the grounds that it contravened the State's policy of religious neutrality. The Court
determined that this restriction could be justified on the basis of upholding the State’s policy of
secularism.4 Furthermore, the ‘powerful external symbol’ of the headscarf could have a proselytising
effect on Miss Dahlab’s students.5 The Court believed this was dangerous due to their belief that
the headscarf ‘imposed on women’ was ‘difficult to reconcile’ with the message of ‘tolerance’ and ‘equality’
necessary in a democratic society.6
1

Article 9.2 European Convention on Human Rights.
Handyside v UK (1976) 1 EHRR 737.
3
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4
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5
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6
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How does the approach in Dahlab illustrate a westernised perception of gender equality? The
Court never elaborates on why they perceive the headscarf to be an obstacle to promoting equality,
nor do they take into account Miss Dahlab’s autonomous choice to wear the headscarf. This
interpretation of Article 9 reflects an unwillingness on behalf of the Court to engage with more
intersectional elements of gender equality. For example, there is no consideration of whether this
approach to equality exacerbates the issues faced by Muslim women in trying to access the
workplace, particularly those from immigrant backgrounds.7 Therefore, it is contended that the
use of the margin of appreciation to create a corollary gender equality justification of the banning
of headscarves is, in fact, creating a perception of equality grounded in an exclusive version of
western feminism.
Part 2: Leyla Sahin - Fossilising the Gender Equality Justification
This narrow approach to gender equality has been compounded by the ruling in Leyla Sahin v
Turkey.8 Here, the applicant sought to challenge rules banning the wearing of a headscarf in her
institute of higher education. Secularism is a key tenet of the Turkish Republic and accordingly,
the State argued that the wearing of the headscarf would be antithetical to both this principle and
that of equality, which is viewed as a corollary to secularism.9
In ruling against the applicant, the ECHR found that the ban placed a limitation on her capacity
to manifest her religion. However, the limitation could be justified on the grounds that it was
necessary for a democratic society. This necessity was shown through two measures. Firstly,
through the interest, the restriction had in maintaining public order. Secondly, through the interest
in protecting the rights and freedoms of others. The latter interest is of particular relevance to this
essay. The Court cited the importance of ‘equality before the law of men and women.’10 It then refers to
the Dahlab judgement and the concept of it being 'difficult to reconcile the principle of gender equality’ with
the wearing of a headscarf.11 Furthermore, it was noted that the wearing of headscarves could
pressure other women to follow Sahin’s example, allowing the limitation to be further upheld on
the grounds of potential proselytisation.12
This approach to gender equality is problematic for three reasons. Firstly, as Judge Tulkens notes
in her dissent, no specific evidence is put forth by the Court linking the headscarf with the
oppression of women.13 This means no account is taken of the fact that Miss Sahin was wearing
the headscarf of her own free will or that she was an adult, competent of making her own decisions.
It is submitted that this can be linked with western feminism’s struggle to reconcile its advocacy
for choice with those who choose to operate within existing power structures.14 This approach
7
Ghumman and Jackson, ‘The Downside of Religious Attire: The Muslim Headscarf and Expectations of Obtaining
Employment’ (2010) Journal of Organizational Behavior 31, 4.
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assumes that other women would feel pressured to follow the choices of Sahin, thereby depriving
them of their own agency. It is argued that this circular reasoning is a product of taking an approach
to gender equality that takes no account for cultural influences on what is otherwise freely taken
decisions
Secondly, it is contended that the Court is approaching the image of Miss Sahin in a manner that
ignores any context outside of the binary image of the ‘Muslim woman’. Miss Sahin had the
financial means to study abroad following the refusal to allow her to wear a headscarf in a domestic
university. However, other women of a lower socio-economic class could not have availed of this
opportunity. If the Court intends to use gender equality as a means of justifying limitations on an
individual manifestation of belief, then it should do so with a strict focus on the individual.
Otherwise, it imposes generalised consequences that will affect women with similar religious views
and face intersectional barriers by virtue of culture, socio-economic status etc. This is evidenced
by the fact that an estimated 2,000 Muslim women had been denied access to education by the
time of the Sahin ruling.15 As such, it is argued that the Court’s view of Muslim women as
homogenous and disempowered results in the further disempowerment of those lacking the social
capital to overcome this binary perception.16
Finally, the reference to gender equality takes a surface-level approach to how such equality is
achieved. Even if one were to assume that the Court is correct to view the headscarf as oppressive,
a ban on the wearing of one quickly creates new problems. It does not assist equality's cause to
ban the wearing of a headscarf by an individual seeking to enter the marketplace of ideas that is a
university if its wearing is so necessary that such a rule would prevent the individual from attending
third-level education. The Court is willing to allow the individual to wear an ‘oppressive’ symbol,
provided they do not manifest their belief while accessing public facilities designed to expose them
to different perceptions. Jacobs is therefore correct to note that; ‘if the wearing of headscarf indicated
the subordination of women, there would be a violation of equality by principles of contracting parties which did not
ban the headscarf.’ 17
Part 3: Post Leyla Sahin - The Systemisation of Western Dogma
It is contended that the interpretation of Article 9 in the aftermath of Leyla Sahin has continued to
struggle to reconcile its perception of gender equality with that of intersectionality. This is
evidenced in the case of Lautsi v Italy.18 Here, the Court was asked whether the fixing of crucifixes
to the walls of Italian state schools was a violation of Article 9. It is interesting to note that, in
finding there to be no violation, the Court makes no reference to the effect this religious symbol
can have on gender equality.19 The Court is taking an approach to gender equality that assumes a
uniform experience for women; in this case, that Christian symbols in state facilities have a lesser
or non-existent effect on their rights and freedoms. Indeed, the cross is viewed as a ‘passive’
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symbol, lacking the proselytising effect the Court associates with the headscarf.20 This may well be
the case, but it is submitted that the Court needs to analyse this with reference to gender equality
if it is to avoid accusations of taking a discriminatory approach to traditionally non-western
religions.21
Dogru v France,22 and SAS v France,23 compounded this anti-individualist approach to the use of
gender equality in justifying limitations. Dogru saw the challenge of a French law banning veils in
school that had led to the exclusion of the applicant for declining to remove her veil during physical
education.24 The Court accepted that there was a legitimate interest of the State in preserving health
and safety during physical education through the removal of veils. This is a valid justification,
provided it is supported with evidence. However, the Court continues to accept the premise that
the headscarf runs contrary to the principle of equality.25 Further, there is no distinction made
between the various forms of garments available to Muslim women26 and whether a balance can
be struck between health and safety, the principle of secularism and the agency of the applicant. A
dogmatic approach taken to the veil assumes a deprivation of autonomy, an approach reflective of
a misinterpretation of gender equality.
The Court went further in SAS v France,27 where it stated that ‘the wearing of a full-face veil deprives
women of a fundamental element of their individuality which is indispensable for living in society.’28 29 It is argued
that, in linking the wearing of a veil with the removal of individuality, the Court is removing any
interpretation that acknowledges the potential for the veil to be an expression of this individuality.
It has been noted, for example, that many Muslim women feel empowered by the headscarf.30 The
Court is correct to be concerned about individuality. However, it should not substitute its own
version of what constitutes individuality in determining its link to the broader interpretation of
gender equality.
Part 4: Recommendations for Reform - Redefining Article 9 Interpretation through an
Individualised and Intersectional Lens.
It is submitted that there are two initial methods of reforming the interpretation of gender equality
when considering Article 9 limitations. Firstly, the Court should take greater account of the
individual evidence provided by the applicant pertaining to their reasoning behind wearing a
symbol. This can be balanced against considerations such as the age of the applicant, the context
of where the symbol is being worn and the effect the symbol may have on the applicant's health
20
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and safety within the specific context. This takes a more individualised approach to equality
grounded in the agency of the women.31
Finally, the Court should adopt a more intersectional perspective towards gender equality. Such an
approach would move beyond binary perceptions of Muslim women and incorporate an
assessment of additional cultural, racial and socio-economic factors that may intertwine with the
impact of restrictions on an applicant’s Article 9 rights.32 This does not necessarily entail the
removal of the discussed limitations on the manifestation of belief, but it allows for them to be
redefined through the broader struggles of the impacted individual, without overtly narrowing the
scope of gender equality to that which aligns with western feminism.
Conclusion
In conclusion, it has been argued that the Court has taken a flawed approach to Article 9 regarding
the interpretation of gender equality as a means of justifying limitations on the manifestation of
religious belief. It has been submitted that this can be linked to a broader failure to detach from
the principles of western feminism and an absence of intersectional interpretation of gender
equality. To rectify this, it has been recommended that the Court take an individualised,
intersectional approach that avoids imposing a binary idea of what gender equality means in
pluralistic Europe.
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Between the pandemic, open-ended geo-economical competition and surging protectionism1, calls
for EU strategic autonomy are growing ever louder. From a trade perspective, the very idea of such
autonomy seems to fly straight into the face of the global, liberal, open market economy the EU
proudly advocates, but strategic autonomy does not need to be a zero-sum game. Presumably, this
could be why the Commission shifted the debate to “cooperating multilaterally wherever we can, acting
autonomously wherever we must”2 or in short: by pursuing open strategic autonomy.
Even when ignoring the seeming oxymoron that open strategic autonomy embodies, European
companies will be confronted with major challenges in adapting to the new – often highly
politicised – strategic priorities. Still, any self-respecting entrepreneur knows that the flip side of
the coin of challenge provides opportunity as well. This article aims to analyse open strategic
autonomy by highlighting challenges (weak links) and opportunities (reinforced links) for European
companies, while simultaneously determining the impact thereof on Europe’s international trade
and the supply chains of its companies.
“In the middle of challenge…”
When considering greater economic independence, notions of shoring up production, diversifying
supply chains or ensuring stockpiling are never far behind. It should thus come as no surprise that
“enhancing resilience of value chains” is one of the policy ambitions prescribed by the EU Trade
Policy Review.3 Each of these reforms come with significant additional costs for companies, which
is why traditionally supply chains and their security are managed by the private sector and the result
of a complex optimisation exercise4. Conversely, supply chain reform as a public policy choice
often fails to take into account the complex reality of supply chain management. Such politicisation
– erroneously – presupposes firstly that supply chain management is entirely transparent from top
to bottom5, and secondly that the upper tier company of the chain can control or adjust all the
intermediary tiers of the supply process at will – or public command.
The reality of the global economic order and supply is not built to withstand strategic
disconnection.6 This is a fortiori true for the technological (e.g. AI, robotics) and financial (e.g.
liquidity flows) complexities of supply chains, whose availabilities are shaped by geo-economic
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rivalry7 and ever more diverging, individual world views in terms of e.g. human rights8 or
sustainability9. Moreover, disrupting global supply chains by imposing reform might result in
retaliation or coercive measures, inflaming trade and supply chains even further. The challenge is
thus to maintain a clear distinction between the resilience of companies and their supply chains
and the resilience of public authorities. The former needs to remain business-driven and the finality
thereof must remain in the hands of the private sector to prevent excessive additional costs for
European companies. Consideration of supply change reform must be fact-based and must be
conducted in consultation with the private sector. A solution to this challenge, that balances
corporate and public interest in supply chain resilience and defies the zero-sum logic, lies in the
targeted, publicly funded reorganisation of supply chain liquidity through market incentives10, with
particular attention for the weak links to prevent liquidity asymmetry. In return for informed
political guidance, market incentives for liquidity balance across the supply chain and trade
opportunities, the public good receives data and more control over the strategic technological and
financial flows resulting in more transparent, and strategically autonomous supply chains.
Another challenge for European companies is the unfortunately persistent lacuna in terms of
investment protection and investor-state dispute settlement (ISDS). The Trade Review provided a
golden opportunity to close this gap, but instead falls short of acknowledging investment
protection and barely mentions ISDS. This hapless hiatus is even more frustrating if one considers
that the latter are exclusive competences of the EU, which leaves Member States and their
companies fending for themselves. The absence of trustworthy investment protection and ISDS in
trade agreements challenges the incentive to invest outside the EU and by extension compromises
value and supply chains and trade opportunities generated by such international infusions.
“… lies opportunity”
Within the pursuit of open strategic autonomy, open is the key word for any European entrepreneur
willing to see the opportunity. The EU ambition of a rules-based, multilateral world order applies
cross-policy, and trade is no exception. Much needed WTO reform11, fair competition, a
reinvented12 transatlantic relationship, but also assertiveness through anti-coercion13 measures
reside at the core of the revamped trade policy. If over 80% of the EU’s GDP consists of
international trade14, it is predominantly by virtue of EU trade policy, that allowed Member States
to enjoy dual trade integration – within the internal market and beyond. For European companies
– and by extension Europe in its entirety – this rules-based, multilateral and liberal trade system is,
and has always been, the best guarantee and indeed the ultimate opportunity for prosperity. Who
said new strategic priorities can not breathe new life into long-standing opportunities?
7
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A new, more concrete opportunity for European companies emerging from these new priorities,
is the appointment of a Chief Trade Enforcement Officer (CTEO) within DG-Trade. This
centralised EU liaison’s primary task is to enforce trade agreements in third countries and to ensure
that European companies take full advantage of said agreements. Moreover, the Commission has
vouched that the CTEO will address special attention to SMEs15, which in 2015 accounted for over
99%16 of all European companies. European companies and other stakeholders can directly address
the CTEO through the new and accessible Access2Markets platform17 to report issues relating to
access to markets. In combination with the new Enforcement Regulation18, allowing the bloc to
take defensive action through for instance levying tariffs, enforcement of trade agreements has the
potential to leap forward. It goes without saying that better enforcement of trade agreements will
benefit European international trade, but undisrupted market access will equally prove beneficial
for companies’ supply chains, their security, and their resilience.
For those willing to see and take it
In forging a more autonomous, resilient, but open trade chain, the EU still must hammer out some
weak links. Firstly, politicisation of supply chain security and reform neglects their reality and
complexity, causes significant additional costs for European companies and overall disrupts the
global trade order. Secondly, the persistent omission of providing comprehensive investment
protection and ISDS is discouraging for European companies. As a result, reluctant investment
does not achieve its full potential of creating global value chains and trade opportunities. Still, the
persistent EU ambition to pursue open trade is in itself the best guarantee for European companies.
In fact, the Commission’s review of the trade policy has the potential to breathe new life into the
WTO, the transatlantic relationship and international trade in general. In addition, the appointment
of the CTEO and the entry into force of the Enforcement Regulation will bolster trade, market
access and European supply chains. Despite the necessary forging to be done, the conclusion
heralds that in the middle of challenge lies opportunity, for any European entrepreneur willing to
see and take it.
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Introduction
This is a response paper critiquing Marique and Marique’s publication, Sanctions on digital platforms:
Balancing proportionality in a modern public square.1 The thesis argument of this paper is that, while the
authors’ contribution to this field is welcomed, their proposal is flawed and, at least partially,
warrants scrutiny. To evidence this, this essay offers an analysis -exclusively in the European legal
context- of the authors’ incomplete classification of internet service platforms (‘ISPs’) as ‘public
squares’, its exclusion of liability on the impact of the proportionality test, and its unrealistic
expectations of independent review. However, the pair’s requirement of a public-private
governance model to sanction illegal acts online will be examined as a positive development. This
author concludes this response paper by examining the necessity of a rights-based approach to
regulation.
Paper Overview
In their paper, Marique and Marique introduce the novel concept of ISPs as the online equivalent
to a ‘modern public square’2. These platforms -for example, Facebook or Google- act as ‘wardens’
in controlling who and what information enters this accessible, digitised, transnational, and
pluralistic space,3 whereby all facets of society can interact, debate, and trade. This authority is
‘entrusted’ to ISPs by the relevant state,4 although the scope of control exercised by each
government in setting such regulatory standards may vary.5
Therefore, as gatekeepers of these new virtual public fora, ISPs must weigh up conflicting human
rights,6 such as when users’ freedoms of expression ‘collide’ with another’s privacy rights. Drawing
on Susi’s ‘internet balancing formula’,7 this paper advances how a proportionality test sourced from
constitutional law principles may be used to strike a balance between these competing interests.
Key to achieving this equilibrium is the use of sanctions, like removing or blocking unlawful
content.8
1
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Overall, Marique and Marique conclude that while ISPs’ balancing procedures should still be
accountable to governments through an independent review process,9 some discretion will
nonetheless be necessary to facilitate platforms’ maintenance of the online ‘social order’.10 Despite
its initial attractiveness, this theory is somewhat fallacious when dissected.
Response
‘Public Square’
The first point of criticism which deserves to be leveled against Marique and Marique is their
assumption that ISPs can be so simply equated with a physical public square. While not untrue, it
is far from the entire picture. Despite their private ownership, Marique and Marique frame ISPs as
economically-classed ‘public goods’, being free, non-rival, and non-exhaustive in their usage.11
However, this portrayal appears to completely underplay the reality that ISPs are the lifeblood of
a highly lucrative, data-intensive marketplace: they are services provided by private, profit-driven
enterprises, whose models are premised on free usage to accommodate maximum usership, so as to
be competitive against newspapers and broadcasters for an increased share in the media
marketplace.12 In exchange for free access, ISP users must agree to the contractual collection of
their data -although this may also occur without the users’ consent.13
This is, therefore, where the paper errs: unlike a public good -specifically, such as a governmentfunded public square- such structures do not have the citizen’s (or ‘customer’s’) best interests at
heart, but rather, ISPs are driven to catch their clients’ -advertisers-14 attention, and it would be
arguably naive to suggest otherwise. This reality was explicitly acknowledged as far back as 2000,
when the European Commission’s eCommerce Directive (‘ECD’)15 for ISPs was designed
specifically to facilitate the market growth of this digital sector without companies fearing
intermediary liability for unlawful content.16 Therefore, as Zubroff points out, no pre-existing legal
concept can adequately explain the sophisticated economic operation of surveillance capitalism,17
so it is futile to assume that, like Marique and Marique, offline concepts can be so easily translated
into the digital sphere: this belies the fact that citizens are no longer solely beneficiaries of ISPs,
but have for the first time in history also become the means of production in a much grander,
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commercialised plan -which arguably creates an even stronger case18 for state interference to
protect digital rights. Thus, the pair’s unwillingness to interrogate the ‘public square’ metaphor for
the governance of the digital sphere by ISPs is arguably incomplete, and should not be adopted as
an appropriate means of illustrating the balancing of online rights without accounting for this
crucial omission.
Proportionality and Liability
Secondly, the proportionality test outlined by Marique and Marique is, admittedly, nothing
revolutionary, as its criteria bear remarkable similarity to those previously outlined in the Von
Hannover case at the European Court of Human Rights (‘ECtHR’)19. Similar trade-off mechanisms
to balance competing digital rights at the Court of Justice of the European Union (‘CJEU’) are also
well-established.20
However, what is most striking about this paper to this author is that, apart from a brief footnote
reference,21 Marique and Marique erroneously do not question how the possibility of intermediary
liability may skew or influence this proportionality test. As previously noted above, it is inaccurate
to say ISPs act solely in an entirely neutral capacity: as profit-driven enterprises, they may harbour
their own biases. One such bias may be the tendency to over-sanction users in ‘borderline’ cases
of illegal expression, defamation, or copyright infringement: in the European Union, this would
be especially relevant where companies had actual knowledge of, or exercised editorial control
over, these infringements occurring under Articles 12-14 of the ECD,22 where ISPs are no longer
‘mere conduits’ or ‘hosts’ and may be pursued in domestic courts for failure to remove the content
within a reasonable timeframe.23
As stressed by Kohl, this fear of loss of neutrality may drive ISPs to be overcautious in conducting
this paper’s suggested proportionality test, and specifically for freedom of expression, this may
inspire a self-enforced ‘chilling effect’ on user discourse -presenting an immeasurable risk not just
to individual rights, but more instrumentally, to democracy24 and the Millsian pursuit of ‘truth’.25
This author accepts, for example, that some extreme instances of unlawful hate speech may justify
such outright online censorship to protect minority communities, as exemplified by the Delfi case
at the ECtHR, 26 but in general, Strasbourg case law stipulates that only ‘offensive’ speech may be
subjected to a case-by-case weighing up of rights by ISPs.27 However, as Marique and Marique
18
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correctly note, the line between the two is far from clear.28 Moreover, for European-based ISPs,
this confusion is compounded by the fact that CJEU jurisprudence contradicts Strasbourg in
having adopted a somewhat more ‘passive’, notification-based approach to liability.29
Therefore, given these obscurities, it is hardly surprising that ISPs may be overly stringent in their
proportionality test by removing merely potentially unlawful comments, a hypothesis inferable from
available data.30 Marique and Marique’s failure to acknowledge any rational-acting ISPs will err on
the side of caution in conducting a proportionality test to avoid liability - at least, where freedom
of expression is concerned - is therefore somewhat problematic, insofar as it is not a fully accurate
representation of the factors being taken into account by platforms during this process. This is a
fundamental flaw in their theory and undermines its potential applicability.
Independent Review
Marique and Marique’s contention that sanctioning actions taken by ISPs warrant independent
review is fair: in restricting content online, ISPs assume a quasi-judicial or administrative-like
power, which subverts the traditional representative democratic model of legitimate decisionmaking.31However, it is contended in response that their overreliance on independent authorities
like the courts or public bodies in this paper may be impractical, as courts may already face
backlogs, or the judiciary may not always possess the relevant technological expertise.32
Alternatively, while the use of existing independent bodies or establishing a ‘social media authority’
may provide the answer, the ongoing controversy surrounding the Irish Data Protection
Commission’s underperformance exemplifies how such bodies are consistently under-resourced
and understaffed.33 Thus, the pair’s assumption that such state authorities would review every
single sanction issued by ISPs and deliver results in an acceptable time frame is economically
unrealistic: rather, Marique and Marique should explicitly acknowledge that greater levels of public
investment and political momentum are prerequisites for this proposed balancing model to work
in practice, and as is envisioned in the paper, this solution would need further fleshing out in
academia.34
Public-Private Governance
Finally, the conclusion reached by Marique and Marique that ISPs should be accountable to
governments and yet have some discretion in their balancing of rights is a much-welcomed finding:
28
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although it does not come down on a firm decision as to which party should set the necessary
regulatory standards,35 their recognition that ISPs will remain bound by states’ laws firmly dispels
the myth of cyberlibertarianism.36
Rather, it could be said that there is merit to Marique and Marique’s claim that ISPs should fall
under the remit of the state: these public-private partnerships can strike a democratic balance in
creating the necessary ‘social order’ mentioned in this paper through Foucauldian disciplinary
measures, while simultaneously maintaining Spar’s minimalist government intervention theory to
best protect citizens’ human rights online.37 Secondly, if we envision this relationship as a
Rousseauian social contract, it would make sense that ISPs should be subject to some degree of
control by the Westphalian state in exchange for giving these companies both their legal identity
and property rights in the first instance.38 How far exactly this remit should extend, however, lies
beyond the confines of this response paper.
Conclusion
Overall, this response paper has critiqued Marique and Marique’s proposed balancing model.
Although their conclusion that some level of state intervention in ISPs sanctioning is welcomed,
this author would caution against the adoption of this theory in literature or legislation without
refining the three lacuna outlined above. Nonetheless, the pair’s overarching thesis that human
rights should be the focal point of any ISPs operational framework, is significant: European users
need to accept some level of personal sacrifice online to ensure ‘social order’,39 but it is equally
crucial that states, as vindicators of human rights, may intervene in companies’ data-processing
activities when such thresholds are crossed. Humans should not merely be information-rich
commodities for ISPs, and it is vital these companies recognise that there are real flesh-and-blood
actors behind the numbers.
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The rise of authoritarianism within the European Union (EU) is one of the biggest challenges of today.
What happens when authoritarian states become more frequent, and they have effects also on other
democratic citizens? De facto, some states are undermining some fundamental European values, but the
response of the Union is still uncertain. What is clear is that the EU cannot accept the idea of “illiberal
democracy”, a term first employed by President Orbán. Illiberal democracy is a contradiction in terms,
and the EU should stand up to this sort of practice. I am writing in a time when Warsaw and Budapest
have lodged complaints with the Court of Justice of the European Union (CJEU) regarding the rule of
law conditionality mechanism. While other institutions as the European Commission seem inactive, can
the Court of Justice of the EU be the key player in this rule-of-law battle? What kind of judicial tools the
Court can use to defend democracy? In this article, the empirical case of Poland will serve to evaluate
the concrete effectiveness of these tools.
What is democratic backsliding?
“The new state that we are building is an illiberal state, a non-liberal state. It does not deny foundational
values of liberalism, as freedom, but it does not make this ideology a central element of state
organization”1. This is how President Orbán himself identified Hungary back in 2014. Nonetheless, in
literature, what Hungary experienced has been identify as democratic backsliding. Scholars such as
Nancy Bermeo have defined backsliding as "the state-led debilitation or elimination of any of the political
institutions that sustain an existing democracy"2. It is often underlined that today this process tends to
be incremental rather than overnight, thus democracies are more likely to decline piece by piece3. This
makes acting in time more difficult. This is one of the biggest challenges of our times, in particular when
it comes to the Union, its internal cohesion and its external credibility. The rise of authoritarianism within
the EU is certainly not a new phenomenon; nonetheless it is more visible nowadays due to striking cases
of violations of the rule of law in Hungary and Poland. We are experiencing an authoritarian equilibrium4, a
paradoxical situation where the EU is trying to counterbalance backsliding, but in practice it is funding
these regimes with investments and funds.
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Indeed, the response of the EU seems to be ineffective, even though recently some institutions have tried
to make some steps further. Therefore, in the next paragraph, I will try to explore the existing legal tools
of the Court of Justice of the EU in case of violations of EU laws.
The existing tools of the CJEU
The Court of Justice of the European Union represents the judicial authority of the Union, whose main
objective is to ensure the law is observed in the interpretation and application of the Treaties. The
Luxembourg-based Court can push the enforcement of EU norms through two judicial mechanisms,
one centralized and the other decentralized5. On one hand, the infringement procedure, which is enforced
by the European Commission; on the other, the preliminary rulings which can be initiated by national
courts to the Court.
The infringement mechanism is an indispensable tool in order to ensure compliance with EU law. It
must also be said the Commission has implemented several successful infringement actions, putting a real
pressure on Member states. Indeed, the decision to initiate the procedure is an exclusive competence of
the Commission, based on complaints from private individuals, parliamentary questions, or its own
initiative. The procedure is regulated in article 258 of the Treaty of the Functioning of the EU (TFEU)
that is important to mention: “if the Commission considers that a Member State has failed to fulfil an
obligation under the Treaties, it shall deliver a reasoned opinion on the matter after giving the State
concerned the opportunity to submit its observations. If the State concerned does not comply with the
opinion within the period laid down by the Commission, the latter may bring the matter before the Court
of Justice of the European Union”6. This mechanism was strengthened in the Maastricht Treaty, when
the CJEU was authorized to impose penalty payments on national governments when requested by the
Commission, and then in the Lisbon Treaty. After an initial period where the Commission seemed to
prosecute infringements selectively and where it was unable to safeguard the rule of law during the
Eurocrisis, we are now experiencing what Blauberger and Kelemen described as a rejuvenation of this
procedure7.
The other mechanism is the preliminary ruling, better known as the decentralized enforcement of EU
law by private parties before national courts. This mechanism allows every national or local court in any
EU member state to ask the Court of Justice for an interpretation by triggering a preliminary ruling
procedure. Yet, this mechanism cannot be used to directly litigate against breaches of the EU's
fundamental values. De facto, private enforcement of fundamental rights established in the EU Charter of
Fundamental Rights is explicitly limited by Article 518 that provides for preliminary rulings just when
Member States implement, or fail to implement, Union laws. Democratic backsliding does indeed infringe
upon the EU's fundamental values -regarding the separation of powers and the rule of law - but it does
not constitute the breaching of individual rights that would be the basis for private litigation and thus for
the preliminary ruling procedure as well. This means that trying to enforce fundamental values via the
5
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preliminary ruling procedure, private litigants would need to determinate a reasonable link between a
legal
claim
and
a
member
state's
failure
to
implement
EU
legislation.
The limitation of both mechanisms in trying to counterbalance backsliding led EU institutions to approve
a new mechanism, that is still having to be implemented. The rule of law conditionality mechanism
establishes rules necessary for the protection of the Union budget in the event of breaches of the rule of
law in Member States. This mechanism has been challenged by Poland and Hungary. In the end, they
agreed to the mechanism if the Commission establishes "guidelines" for its use if the CJEU would judge
on it before its use9. In essence, it was promised to Hungary and Poland to delay the mechanism's
applicability. The EU Parliament is calling on the European Commission to use nonetheless the
mechanism, based on a report by three academics: grave breaches of the rule of law automatically justify
any actions of the EU in suspending payments10.
Polexit: the challenge of Poland against the legal order of the EU
The tug of war between Warsaw and the EU continues. The Commission has just launched an
infringement procedure against Poland and Hungary for violations of fundamental rights of LGBTIQ
people. In relation to Poland, the Commission considers that Polish authorities failed to fully and
appropriately respond to its inquiry regarding the nature and impact of the so-called ‘LGBT-ideology free
zones' resolutions adopted by several Polish regions and municipalities11. While this procedure is only
just beginning and it will take time, we will analyze another empirical case that clarifies how the
infringement mechanism works – or not. Last year, the European Commission launched an infringement
procedure to safeguard the independence of judges in Poland12. What the Commission asked was
Poland’s Supreme Court disciplinary chamber to be suspended. This chamber was introduced by Poland’s
government as part of the judicial reform, and it was a tool to discipline judges. After giving the country
time to eliminate the chamber, the Commission asked the Court of Justice to impose interim measures
and to suspend that mechanism. The CJEU ruled that Poland breached EU law by creating a disciplinary
chamber for its judges at the Supreme Court of Poland13. Indeed, it found out that it does not provide all
the guarantees of impartiality and independence and is not protected from the direct or indirect influence
of the Polish legislature and executive14. Therefore, it demanded the immediate suspension or the
imposition of financial penalties. Małgorzata Manowska, the Chief Justice of Poland’s Supreme Court,
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announced she will allow the chamber to continue to function, denouncing the decision of the EU Court
that violated the Polish constitution15.
In legal terms, Poland is challenging the primacy of EU law and thus the constitutional order of the EU.
Indeed, the primacy of the EU law is a sacrosanct principle in the Union and not recognizing it means a
full-fledged Polexit. As Professor Daniel Kelemen stated: “Poland has left the EU legal order. It remains
an EU member state and the regime (for now) continues to benefit from huge EU subsidies, but the EU
is a community based on rule of law and Poland is no longer a part of that legal order in any meaningful
sense”16. This event shows the risk posed by democratic backsliding and the urgency to act in time before
it is too late.
Conclusion
To sum, we are currently experiencing an anti-democratic turn in Europe, where Hungary and Poland
are the most critical threats. In this article, I tried to analyze the judicial tools that the Court of Justice of
the EU possesses, describing both the infringement procedure and the preliminary ruling of the Court.
Even though there are limitations, the Court surely has the authority to counterbalance democratic
backsliding. Then, I analyzed infringements mechanisms against Poland. However, the recent case of
Poland’s Supreme Court indicates that an alarming Polexit is in progress. Is the CJEU able to respond to
the challenge that Poland has launched? Finally, what happens when the CJEU’s authority is being
jeopardized in this way? While most national leaders have remained silent about democratic backsliding,
the entire burden to fight back backsliding has been assigned to the Court. This might be problematic as
it could make less effective the legal tools provided in the Treaties. Therefore, European leaders must
start denouncing these violations by speaking a single and credible voice, avoiding putting the Court of
Justice of the EU in a situation that could threaten the entire integration process.
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The Coronavirus pandemic has been challenging the world for over a year. The daily routine and the
habits of human beings, from the richest to the poorest, have been put into discussion. Words like remote
working, online calls, quarantine, and restrictions have penetrated by now into our daily vocabulary. The
situation is not easy to manage chiefly for policymakers, since the pandemic has produced a global crisis,
which according to Khaghaghordyan: “calls for urgent global solutions, enhanced international
cooperation and worldwide solidarity”1.
The paper first gives a brief overview on the effects of crises on the global order. With these lenses, it
will then be examined how the Covid-19 pandemic could potentially generate two different outcomes,
depending on whether counties will adopt a unilateral or a multilateral approach to the current global
crisis.
The globe currently lives the most serious economic crisis since the Great Depression. It might be helpful
to recall the origin of the term, to better understand the concept of crisis in its most original meaning:
the Chinese word is composed of two characters (危机): danger and opportunity2. The pandemic
threatens the dissolution of the liberal international order in favor of authoritarianism, nationalism and
competition among big powers3; however, this might represent also an opportunity to create a multilateral
system, which involves the cooperation of all countries to fight the virus.
The past crises taught that adversities can be solved only with cooperation at the global level. According
to the “Hegemonic Stability Theory” by the economic historian Kindleberger, the US faced up to the
1929 Great Depression in domestic terms due to the absence of a world leader and well-developed
intergovernmental institutions, such as the newborn League of Nations. At that time, had the most
powerful economies acted concertedly, the bank crash could have supposedly been avoided. Instead, it
is generally known that economic crises often foment a sort of revenge among states, as happened with
Hitler’s rise to power and the consequent outbreak of World War II4.
As stated by Jeffrey Sachs, history demonstrates two ways to overcome a global crisis: “a global leader
that guides an effective response - and helps to pay for it – or global cooperation through the UN
multilateral framework”5. After the Second World War, the United States facilitated the reconstruction
of the Western World through the Marshall Plan, although it was planned primarily in response to the
1
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Soviet Union strategy. At present, according to Sachs, the world does not have a global statesman, and
the Stars and Stripes country is “more a force of destruction than a leader”6. After the dissolution of the
Soviet Union, the US struggled to implement UN treaties, due to its conviction that war leadership counts
more than the diplomatic one.
The Trump administration preferred the unilateral system, underlined by his slogan “America first”, and
consequently has transformed the US into “a sort of rogue state”7: the withdrawal from the World Health
Organization (WHO) and the Paris Climate Agreement represent the evidence. Moreover, the US is
gradually losing its predominance in the economic and technological sector, as the European Union and
China have almost reached the same power8. Also, UN secretary-general Antonio Guterres has confirmed
the current situation: “The relationship between the biggest powers has never been as dysfunctional.
Covid-19 is showing dramatically, either we join [together]… or we can be defeated”9.
The abandonment of unilateralism and the adoption of global cooperation might bring a wealthier and
safer era. The intergovernmental and supranational organizations, plus the numerous agreements signed
at the global level, could improve concretely the most urgent challenges the world will face in the next
fifty years: a more inclusive and sustainable economy and accessible public health. Sachs sees the possible
solution in the combination of various legislative acts adopted at the UN level such as the Sustainable
Development Goals, the Paris Agreement, the Convention on Biological Diversity, the European,
American, African and ASEAN Green Deal and the Chinese sustainable Belt and Road Initiative.
Moreover, the United Nations have already launched the Global Humanitarian Response Plan with the
support of 193 countries to supply medicines and vaccines to fight covid-19. The International Monetary
Fund and the World Bank have furthermore financed 64 billion US$ to developing countries, to assist
them in fighting the pandemic10.
Contrary to their transatlantic ally, the European national governments seem to follow the road to
multilateralism. The current pandemic crisis may represent an opportunity for Europe in order to mainly
strengthen its global leadership and to act as a buffer against the strong wave of nationalism due to the
new “Cold War” between the US and China11.
The European Union is certainly living a Monnetian moment12: policymakers are intentioned to extend
the single market to the energy, health and digital sectors. The increasing number of challenges, such as
the ecologic transition, can no longer be faced at the national level, as the president of the German
Bundestag Schäuble said13. When the pandemic arose at the beginning of March 2020, the European
6
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Member States soon showed solidarity among them: as an example, Italian patients were transferred into
the intensive care units in Germany. Most importantly, the economic response was completely different
from the 2008 sovereign debt crisis: the European Central Bank emitted more than one trillion euro of
liquidity, alongside the temporary halt of the Stability and Growth Pact. In July 2020, all European
Member States agreed to the Next Generation EU program, a stimulus package that plans to invest 800
billion euro14.
The EU is intentioned to build a strong multilateral response also in the post-Covid period. On June 21,
2021, a proposal was addressed to the WTO members to broaden the production and distribution of
vaccines and to have equal and inclusive access sharing the intellectual property rights through the
“Agreement on Trade-Related Aspects of Intellectual Property Rights (TRIPS)”. As the President of the
European Commission von der Leyen remarked: “Our immediate, urgent goal is to ensure equitable
access for low- and middle-income countries, to share vaccines wider and faster and […] to ensure
universal access to affordable prices.15”
Another point concerns the multilateral approach to Africa. Yet, an important step has been taken in
2017, during the G20 German Presidency, with the establishment of the “Africa Advisory Group16”,
functional to lead the regulatory initiatives of the “G20 Compact with Africa”. The Group met in April
2021, during the Italian G20, intending to promote growth and investment in the sustainability and
digitalization sectors, together with the reduction of the public debt thanks to the “Debt Service
Suspension Initiative”. Measures that acquire always more importance after the economic and social crisis
caused by the Covid-19 pandemic17”.
It is too soon to say how the world will be transformed by the global pandemic. For Hulme and Horner,
three future scenarios are possible: the worst one, according to which the world will outbreak in a Third
World War due to the mistrust of international organizations (Trump withdrawal of US funding to the
WHO is an example), the weakening of global cooperation and the consequent creation of rivalry. The
second scenario is detrimental, however not as catastrophic as the first. Due to the increasing profit of
technological and pharmaceutical capitalist industries and the consequent reduction of social protection
in developing countries, the world will be characterized by inequalities and unsustainability. Thus,
according to Rodrik, the pandemic might represent the “confirmation bias” of the current global status
quo18. The third scenario envisions a global sustainable development. In line with Oldekop et al., negative
events can produce long-term positive effects, as happened after the tragedy of the Second World War:
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thanks to the creation of a welfare state in the Western world, the lives of millions of people have
improved in the last sixty years19.
To conclude, Kindleberger states that is difficult to defeat global crises without a leader. According to
the President of the United States’ Council of Foreign Relations, Haass: “The pandemic will accelerate
history rather than reshape it”20. The global American leadership is gradually declining with the inevitable
result of more uncertainty in great powers cooperation.
This paper suggests that the goal should not be to substitute the United States with another superpower
as the global leader, but to put at the centre a multilateral system of countries with a high degree of
coordination, with the UN Charter and the Universal Declaration of Human Rights as a common
denominator. The pandemic demonstrated that a shared action is necessary, so world challenges such as
climate change and digital transformations must be coordinated multilaterally21.
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On 1 July 1997, the British colony of Hong Kong was transferred to the People’s Republic of
China, with the city originally enjoying a large amount of autonomy under the ‘one country, two
systems’ principle. In a Communication issued by the European Commission only a few months
before the transfer, certain aspects of European involvement were elaborated on. In particular, the
Commission aspired towards a deeper economic involvement with the Hong Kong Special
Administrative Region (SAR) while also promoting European founding ideals such as democracy
and the rule of law.1 Almost 25 years later, the status of EU-Hong Kong relations has undergone
many significant changes from both an economic and a human rights-based perspective.
Historical Background
The 20th century saw the European Economic Community focus on internal affairs with a very
limited scope for a unified foreign policy. However, with the United Kingdom becoming a
Member State in 1973, the question of Hong Kong became of sudden interest to the EU. After
the first direct elections to the European Parliament in 1979, a European Parliament Delegation
to mainland China was established.2 Still, without a fully developed pan-EU foreign policy, many
key decisions on the relationship between Europe and Hong Kong were made through the British
government as a national intermediary. Even as the EU began to flex its foreign policy muscles in
the 1990s, the consensus view from Union officials was that the 1997 handover ceremony, where
Hong Kong was transferred from British to Chinese control, was a matter solely for the UK.3 In
February 1992, the signing of the Maastricht Treaty by EU Member States marked the beginning
of a new chapter for a pan-EU foreign policy. The Common Foreign and Security Policy (hereafter
CFSP), was introduced as one of three foundational pillars of the newly named European Union
in order to create an early step towards a common pan-EU foreign policy. in this context, the
Office of the European Union to Hong Kong and Macao was established in 1993.4
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European Economic Interests in Hong Kong
During the 1990s, trade between the EU and mainland China increased dramatically;1993 alone
saw a 63% jump in trade between the bloc and China from the previous year.5 In the present day,
China is the EU's biggest source of imports and its second-biggest export market, the two parties
trading on average over €1 billion a day. China is also the EU’s largest export market, exporting
mainly machinery and equipment, motor vehicles, aircraft, and chemicals to the PRC.6 Thus,
economic diplomacy between the EU and the SAR must be viewed in light of this economic
interdependence between the EU and mainland China. Simultaneously, we must note that the
unique system of governance in Hong Kong that allows for foreign investment to thrive has meant
that it remains easier for EU companies to trade through the SAR as an intermediary between
Europe and mainland China.
Since 2007, a Structured Dialogue has been established between the European Commission and
the representatives of the Hong Kong SAR governing authorities. At the most recent summit in
2019, the two sides exchanged views on matters of trade. Ms Vivian Sum, the Deputy Secretary
for Commerce and Economic Development of the Hong Kong SAR Government, stated that
Hong Kong remained a gateway into mainland China due to its “unique advantages under ‘one country,
two systems’”, and cited some of the advantages that Hong Kong has over mainland China as a
destination for European FDI, such as “the rule of law and our independent judiciary; a low and simple tax
regime; the free flow of capital and world class financial markets; excellent professional services and robust intellectual
property rights protection, etc.”7 While illustrative of the advantages given by the ‘one country two
systems principle’, this speech does not hold the same weight it did before 2017. As evidenced by
the pro-democracy protests in Hong Kong, some of these advantages have come under significant
threat from democratic backsliding in recent years. Despite all this, it is clear that even with rapidly
internationalising ports in mainland China such as Shanghai or the neighbouring port of Shenzhen
competing for FDI, Hong Kong remains the main intermediary for European firms seeking access
to the Chinese market.
European Ideals in Hong Kong
Article 21 of the Treaty on European Union states that in its relations with the wider world, the
EU’s actions shall be guided by its founding principles and that it should seek to advance these
principles on the international stage, those being: “democracy, the rule of law, the universality and
indivisibility of human rights and fundamental freedoms, respect for human dignity, the principles of equality and
solidarity, and respect for the principles of the United Nations Charter and international law”.8 Developing on
this, the 2020 EU-China Strategic Agenda for Cooperation calls for the EU and China to “deepen
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exchanges on human rights at the bilateral and international level on the basis of equality and mutual respect”.9 It
is with these principles that institutions such as the European Union Office to Hong Kong and
Macao operate. Indeed, this institution has not completely limited itself to economic matters, with
a 2006 policy paper stating that the Office “is active in a number of areas, with the focus on economic and
trade issues”.10
The role of the EU as a promoter of human rights and its own ideals has come into sharp focus
in the Hong Kong context post-2017. Although a Human Rights Dialogue between the bloc and
the whole of China has been long-established, it has faced criticism for being ineffective in exacting
change. These summits have been labelled as “no more than a means for the Chinese government
to channel criticism of its human rights record into private fora”.11 However, signs indicate that
this passive role played by the EU on the human rights and democracy situation in Hong Kong in
particular, is changing. Ever since the handover ceremony in 1997, the European Commission has
issued Annual Reports on Hong Kong. Of particular significance was the report issued in 2017,
entitled “Hong Kong, 20 years after handover”, which states the EU position on non-economic
issues such as the rule of law, autonomy of the SARs and democratic backsliding in the region.12
The importance of Hong Kong as the “main testing ground for China’s capital market reform” is
also noteworthy, conveying the importance of having the SAR uphold free trade values and
democratic principles that benefit the EU.13 Indeed, this could not come at a more crucial time for
the protection of the EU’s ideals in Hong Kong. Even the rights afforded to Hong Kong under
the Basic Law are threatened, with the Sino-British Joint Declaration being labelled as a "historical
document that no longer had any practical significance" by the Chinese Foreign Ministry in 2017.14 The
protests in Hong Kong against pro-CCP politicians and decline in democratic standards in the
region should also worry the EU concerning its obligations under Article 21 TEU. While the
limitations of the CFSP have been often stated, one foreign policy strategy at which the EU could
be seen to be successful is the use of its normative power.15 With its foundational Treaties
underpinning the EU as an upholder of its principles in the wider world, it should, in theory, be
differentiated from “traditional state actors who act according to a realist and neo-realist paradigm in which
security-related concerns outweigh ethical ones”.16
Economic Interests or Ideals: can a balance be found?
While trade remains the primary cornerstone of EU-Hong Kong relations, this does not need to
mean that the EU cannot act as a global leader in protecting its values and ideals in the region.
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One particularly interesting method of blending both the promotion of economic interests while
advancing causes such as the protection of human rights and democracy in the region can be seen
through the lens of the ‘normative power’ concept. More specifically, the EU’s power in the region
can stem directly from its trade influence.17 The concept of the EU’s normative power as a
standardising force towards a rules-based international order has seen success in Hong Kong in
recent years, more particularly in the area of tax law.
In his State of the Union Address in 2018, former President of the European Commission JeanClaude Juncker stated that “Europe has also reaffirmed its position as a trade power. Our global trading
position is the living proof of the need to share sovereignty. The European Union now has trade agreements with 70
countries around the world, covering 40 % of the world’s GDP. These agreements— repeatedly contested but often
unjustly—help us export Europe’s high standards for food safety, workers’ rights, the environment and consumer
rights far beyond our borders.”18 This statement could be quite easily applied to Hong Kong. The SAR
has always prided itself on being a business-friendly city with a low corporate tax rate to encourage
FDI. However, this reputation for ease of doing business took a negative turn over the past six
years. In June 2015, the European Commission, on behalf of some of its Member States, named
Hong Kong as a jurisdiction which was either non-compliant or non-cooperative with
international taxation law.19 The Hong Kong governing authorities, fearing damage to their
reputation, declared the findings of the European Commission to be “totally unfounded”.20
Despite this, later revelations from the Panama Papers leak in 2016 showed that a large portion of
the clientele of Mossack-Fonseca that had been caught for tax evasion came from or through
Hong Kong-based affiliates.21 Due to pressure from the Commission in cooperation with the
OECD, Hong Kong introduced the Inland Revenue (Amendment) (No. 5) Bill 2017 to bring itself
in line with international standards of taxation.22 As a result, Hong Kong was not listed as a “noncooperative jurisdiction for tax purposes” on the European Commission’s list in December 2017.23
While economic in nature, this method of norm entrepreneurship could perhaps be used by the
EU as a model for how to pressure the Hong Kong governmental authorities into complying with
human rights laws and existing obligations under the Basic Law to a greater extent.
With this example in mind, it is certain that Hong Kong is valuable to the EU, particularly in
economic terms. However, it is also important to remember that the EU itself is much more
valuable to the SAR than the other way around. Should the political will be found, the European
Union, particularly through its Office to Hong Kong and Macao, could use its status as a normative
power to affect positive change in the region—as it has done with the standardisation of Hong
Kong’s tax code—for the protection of its founding principles, as was intended under Article 21
of the Treaty on European Union.
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NATO withdrawal and the Taliban advance
In February 2020, the Trump administration and the Taliban signed a historic agreement. The U.S.
committed to withdraw all its troops from Afghanistan if the Islamist organization upheld several
promises, including not allowing Al-Qaeda to operate in the areas it controlled and to proceed with
national peace talks. Although the Taliban has stopped its attacks on international forces, it
continues to fight the Afghan government—despite the start of national peace talks in Doha in
September 2020 which are currently at a stalemate1.
Nevertheless, on the second of May 2021 and after nearly 20 years of intervention in Afghanistan,
President Biden announced that U.S. troops would leave the country by no later than the 11th of
September 20212. NATO allies quickly realized that without U.S. military presence, they too had
no choice but to withdraw3.
The decision to military withdraw from Afghanistan is a gamechanger. The strategy of “fully
supporting the Afghan-led peace process” needs to be followed by the necessary political and economic
instruments. Otherwise, it just means abandoning Afghanistan without a perspective of a ceasefire
or national political agreement—which will have serious consequences for the country and the
region in general4. In the beginning of July 2021, the Taliban seized key border crossings with Iran
and Turkmenistan and claimed to control 250 of Afghanistan’s nearly 400 districts. On the 15th of
August 2021, the Taliban entered the Afghan capital of Kabul after occupying the last governmentcontrolled provincial capital. Later that day, Afghan President Ghani left the country while Taliban
leaders entered the presidential palace5.
A fully Taliban-controlled Afghanistan now seems unavoidable as well as a civil war with renewed
intensity creating millions of refugees. Such a scenario casts a dark shadow over human—and
especially women’s—rights in the country and is a severe threat to EU interests in the region given
the EU’s role as a promoter of democracy, human rights and the rule of law.
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Why is a stable Afghanistan essential for the EU?
For the last twenty years, the EU and its transatlantic partners have invested heavily in building a
democratic and constitutional order in Afghanistan as well as in reinforcing women’s rights through
a top down approach. A Taliban-controlled Afghanistan could severely threaten this hard-won
progress6. Furthermore, the renewed conflict has serious consequences for the EU itself.
First, recent developments might create new refugee flows, keeping in mind Afghans already
account for the second highest number of refugees travelling to Europe7. In 2016 the EU and
Afghanistan signed the Joint Way Forward (JWF) agreement, which is a readmission agreement for
refugees whose applications have been rejected. The JWF instrumentalized Afghanistan’s
dependency on foreign (EU) aid to enhance returns and implement readmission commitments. In
April 2021, the EU signed a Joint Declaration on Migration Cooperation (JDMC) with Afghanistan
which amends the JWF but still fails to create welcoming conditions for refugees on the ground.
At the moment it is unclear how an increase in refugees due to the deteriorating security
environment in Afghanistan could be managed by these strategies. The EU’s push for the return
of Afghan asylum seekers to Afghanistan does not seem justifiable under the current
circumstances8.
Second, the withdrawal of troops could once again create a potential safe haven for terrorism and
organized crime. The U.S. invasion in 2001 had a clear goal to eradicate terrorism and the safe
haven for such terrorism that Afghanistan had become. Since then, many NATO partners and
member states have contributed military and civilian resources to stabilize the country. However,
terrorism cannot be stopped by military means alone. On the contrary, continuing the war and
thereby negatively impacting the economy and wellbeing of citizens reinforces terrorism—as was
the case with the Islamic State and the invasion of Iraq in 2003. Increased fighting or a full-scale
civil war could contribute to a relapse into a similar scenario. The same goes for organized crime,
whose eradication requires a government that controls the entirety of its territory. A report by the
Council of the European Union notes that “90% of the heroin in Europe comes from poppies grown in
Afghanistan, where drug trade pays for private armies.”9
Third, recent events could create long term political instability and uncertainty. The success of
conditional aid as a countering measure is only as good as the target government’s priorities and
interests. A Taliban government now seems unavoidable. It is unlikely that such a regime would
agree to EU conditions such as education and women’s rights. This is all the more reason to finally
invest in a high-level and sustained regional diplomatic process to heavily pressure the Taliban to
productively engage in negotiations. An intra-Afghan negotiated solution combined with a
comprehensive political and economic strategy of the EU and its transatlantic partners is the only
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option to root out terrorism and provide Afghanistan with the political stability it needs to protect
its citizens10.
Conditionality of EU aid as a tool?
In November 2020 an Afghanistan Conference took place in Geneva, where the international
community expressed its strong commitment to Afghanistan for the critical period ahead11. The
EU pledged 1.2 billion euros in long-term and emergency assistance, conditional upon an inclusive
Afghan-led peace process12. The Council of the EU already strongly argued for this in its
conclusions on the Afghanistan peace process earlier in May 202013. The European Parliament too
reiterated in its resolution on the 10th of June 2021 that the pledged 1.2 billion euros together with
the contributions of countries making up nearly 80% of the total development assistance to
Afghanistan, is conditional upon respect of democracy, the rule of law and human rights14.
These commitments to an Afghan-led peace process and conditionality of development assistance
are essential yet endangered due to the stalemate of national peace talks. One can ask if the EU is
sufficiently prepared for the possibility of a Taliban government in Afghanistan. Since the EU does
not have sufficient military carrots and sticks, especially considering the U.S. withdrawal from
Afghanistan and EU dependence on the U.S. for military missions, it has no choice but to accept
that it cannot prevent the Taliban from coming to power. Its sole option remains using its
economic leverage and its status as the biggest official development assistance donor to broker a
national power sharing deal with as few radical and discriminating policies as possible. While this
might seem defeatist, it is necessary, as preventing the Taliban to increase its control over the
country without military resources seems unrealistic at best15.
A Taliban 2.0?
The Taliban has advanced much faster than anyone could ever predict. Still, the United States and
the EU are pushing for a national peace deal, though the ongoing situation leaves little incentive to
negotiate. In July and August 2021, the U.S. launched several airstrikes against Taliban targets and
sent 5,000 U.S. soldiers to help evacuate American personnel, but it leaves little doubt that this will
fail to deter the Islamist organization16. All this jeopardizes the potential for a diplomatic solution
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between the Taliban and the Afghan government, the former who now has the strategic advantage
as it controls most of the country including Kabul17.
Suhail Shaheen, the Taliban spokesman, stated that a ceasefire cannot take place until there is
agreement on a transfer of power. It is still unclear whether a new Islamic Emirate of Afghanistan
will be proclaimed or a power sharing deal negotiated with government officials could be reached.
In any case, according to Shaheen, women will be allowed to work, go to school and participate in
politics when wearing the hijab. Still, imposing harsh restrictions on women and sometimes even
setting fire to schools is not uncommon in Taliban-controlled districts. It is unclear, however,
whether or not this is caused due to hardliners who are acting independently from the Taliban
leadership18.
Such developments are especially problematic as the EU has always presented itself as a fierce
defender of women and human rights in Afghanistan. In May 2021 Germany’s foreign minister
Heiko Maas said that “the EU will always point out to those in charge in Afghanistan that the aid we make
available is tied to the things that have been achieved in the past 20 years”19. As the EU does not have the
(military) means to support the current Afghan government sufficiently against the Taliban, it
should prepare for a very uncomfortable scenario, namely a fully Taliban-controlled Afghanistan.
Such a government would have to make serious concessions regarding women’s rights, rule of law
and democracy to benefit from EU aid. Those concessions seem rather unlikely and thus hard
decisions will have to be made. Such could be the cut-off of EU aid to Afghanistan if conditions
are not met, though this would severely harm the Afghan people after, yet again, years of civil war
and would threaten the EU with an increase in flows of refugees.
A defeatist conclusion?
Afghanistan is at a watershed moment. The United States and its NATO allies have left the country,
which has encouraged the Taliban to advance. Government controlled districts, including Kabul,
have fallen without a fight and Afghan security forces deserted because of ever lower morale. All
this leaves little incentive for the Islamist organization to conclude a national peace deal.
Not only Afghanistan but also the EU has much to lose. Continued civil war and violence in
Afghanistan will lead to more refugees and displaced persons, and an increase in terrorism and
political instability in general. The alternative, a Taliban-controlled Afghanistan, does not seem to
serve EU interests either, given its position as a vocal defender of human and especially women’s
rights.
However, such an outcome has almost become a reality. The EU is the biggest donor of official
development assistance in the world and uses this position to demand conditions and guarantees
regarding democracy, rule of law and human rights. Instead of trying to prevent the Taliban from
coming to power, increased diplomatic pressure and EU aid should be used to conclude a national
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peace deal with as few discriminating and radical policies as possible. Military means have proven
unsuccessful for the past 20 years; it is time for a new and more pragmatic approach.
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Social commentators and academics alike
have warned that the threat posed by the
climate crisis cannot be solved within the
boundaries of democratic capitalism. Indeed,
the threat posed by climate change, and the
response required to address it, are of
staggering proportions. To date, human
activities have contributed approximately
1.0°C of global warming above pre-industrial
levels, and in order to avoid the worst effects
of climate change, this needs to be held
around or below 1.5°C, which the
Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change
(IPCC) reckons can be done via achieving net
zero CO2 emissions by 2050.1 Consequently,
the global economy has just under thirty
years to affect and absorb this formidable
reconfiguring, which as this paper will argue,
must be done within the boundaries of
democratic capitalism. In order to assess
whether democratic capitalism as a system is
up to the challenge, the European Green
Deal will be examined in its effort to achieve
a 55% reduction in carbon emissions by 2030
and net-zero carbon emissions by 2050.

Alternatives to democratic capitalism?

1
“Summary for Policymakers: Global Warming of
1.5°C. An IPCC Special Report.” IPCC, accessed 26
February 2021,
https://www.ipcc.ch/site/assets/uploads/sites/2/2019/06/S
R15_Headline-statements.pdf.
2
Hahnel, Robin and Wright, Erick Olin. Alternatives to
Capitalism: Proposals for a Democratic Economy. New
York: Verso Books, 2016; Harrison, Rob. People Over
Capital: The Co-operative Alternative to Capitalism.
Oxford: New Internationalist, 2013.

3

Various contemporary proposals and
theories suggesting alternatives to capitalism
abound. However, none have achieved
sufficient buy-in from polities in order to
provide a genuine, pragmatic alternative,
however flawed capitalism may be.2 As such,
the global economy must utilise the tools it
has at its disposal to affect the green
transition. Nordhaus’ seminal work on the
economics of the greenhouse effect outlined
that such a transition would be costly, and
those policy choices would dictate the extent
of such a cost.3 Some thirty years later, the
cost of inaction has become readily apparent
to governments, central banks and, notably,
the financial sector.
Green Deals and their critics
Recognising this while unveiling the
European Green Deal, President of the
European Commission (EC) Ursula von der
Leyen stressed that “a whole continent
[would have] to be mobilised” in order to
accomplish its objectives and that it was
“high time but […] not too late”.4 However,
this mobilisation will face substantial
Nordhaus, Samuel D. “To Slow or Not to Slow: The
Economics of The Greenhouse Effect” The Economic
Journal 101, no. 407 (1991): 935-937.
4
Ursula von der Leyen, “Speech by President von der
Leyen in the Plenary of the European Parliament at the
debate on the European Green Deal”, accessed 16
February 2021,
https://ec.europa.eu/commission/presscorner/detail/en/sp
eech_19_6751.
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economic obstacles, which threaten to
undermine its success. Referring to the
Green New Deal resolution submitted to the
United States Congress in 2019, Riofrancos
highlights some economic hurdles to the
transition, namely the danger of merely
transforming
capitalism
into
‘green
capitalism’.5 Riofrancos stresses that the
climate crisis is a direct result of
unsustainable global capitalist consumption.
As such, she underlines that capitalism
cannot be part of the solution, and a Green
New Deal in the United States is in danger of
merely saving “capitalism from itself”.6
However, despite this danger, Riofrancos
acknowledges that given the long-term
nature of the Green New Deal as a public
policy, grassroots activism and innovative
policies can further the transition towards
more
socially
and
environmentally
sustainable methods of resource usage. In
this sense, Green New Deals provide
platforms for change and set in train policies
that can be adjusted and improved once
underway. Real-world economic problems
also threaten to unfold, for instance, the risk
of a huge build-up of stranded assets from
the fossil fuel and other such industries,
further regional decline and unemployment
in areas reliant on natural resource extraction,
spikes in insurance costs, relative central
bank inaction on climate change and the
systemic risks posed by ‘too big to fail’
banking institutions.7 Given the colossal
nature of the challenge, and the untold level
of economic risk posed by the
transformation of the economy, the
European Green Deal has been somewhat
harshly criticised as an “exercise in

greenwashing”.8 Greenwashing describes the
process of disinformation used by some
organisations in presenting a ‘green’ image,
despite a contrary reality. Varoufakis and
Adler contend that while the collective
European response to the global financial
and European sovereign debt crises was
collectively “more than €4.2tn”, only “€1tn
[is being leveraged] to save our world” via the
European Green Deal.9

5

8

Riofrancos, Thea. “Plan, Mood, Battlefield Reflections on the Green New Deal”, Viewpoint
Magazine (2019).
6
Riofrancos, (2019), p.5.
7
Tooze, Adam. “Why Central Banks Need to Step Up on
Global Warming”, Foreign Policy (2019).

The European Green Deal
However, each of these criticisms fails to
adequately consider that the transformation
of the European economy does not begin
and end with the European Green Deal. It is
but a twenty-four-page EC Communication,
not a panacea. The Communication itself
stresses that it is “an initial roadmap” and
“will be updated as needs evolve”,
demonstrating Riofrancos’ point that policies
such as these open a new avenue of political
discourse.10 The European Green Deal
presents challenges for the Member States,
the European Central Bank (ECB), the
European Investment Bank (EIB) and the
financial system. Member States are faced
with myriad problems to tackle given the
differences between their respective
economies, yet all are expected under the
European Green Deal to engage in green
taxation, make their budgets more
sustainable and be subject to revised state aid
guidelines.11 This poses problems for the
political economy of Poland, for instance,
which generates 80% of its power via coal.
Brauers and Oei find that in the Polish case,
the political feasibility of the European
Green Deal is dependent on social and
Varoufakis, Yanis and Adler, David. “The EU's green
deal is a colossal exercise in greenwashing”, The
Guardian (2020).
9
Varoufakis and Adler, (2020).
10
European Commission, The European Green Deal
(2019), pp. 2-3.
11
European Commission, (2019), pp. 17-18.
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structural policy measures being taken in
tandem with the energy shift.12 The
European Green Deal endeavours to address
this via a Just Transition Mechanism, with a
Just Transition Fund of €100 billion lasting
until 2027, focussing on regions particularly
affected by the changeover.13 The EIB, now
dubbed ‘Europe’s Climate Bank,’ has
undertaken to provide €1 trillion in
investment for climate action and
sustainability projects between 2020-2030,
with all its new financing activities to be in
line with the goals of the Paris Agreement
from 2021.14 In terms of its bond issuance,
the EIB shall gradually align all its Climate
Awareness Bonds (CABs) and Sustainability
Awareness Bonds (SABs) with the proposed
EU Green Bond Standard.15
Monetary Policy and Financial
Regulation
Notwithstanding this significant initiative
from the EIB, the ECB, as “a strategic actor”
in a euro area where monetary policy is a
dominant force, has yet to unveil any major
monetary policy decisions with regard to
climate change.16 Research has shown that
the €241.6 billion worth of corporate bond
purchases within the ECB’s Quantitative
Easing
(QE)
programme
remains
12
Brauers, Hanna and Oei, Pao-Yu. “The political
economy of coal in Poland: Drivers and barriers for a
shift” Energy Policy 144 (2020), pp. 1-10.
13
European Commission, Proposal for a Regulation of
the European Parliament and of the Council establishing
a Just Transition Fund (2020).
14
European Investment Bank, EIB Group Climate Bank
Roadmap 2021-2025 (2020).
15
European Investment Bank, (2020), p.20.
16
Henning, C. Randall. “The ECB as a Strategic Actor:
Central Banking in a Politically Fragmented Monetary
Union” School of International Service, American
University Washington D.C. Working Papers Series
2015, no.1 (2015), pp. 1-17.
17
Dafermos, Yannis; Gabor, Daniela; Nikolaidi, Maria;
Pawloff, Adam and van Lerven, Frank. “Decarbonising
is Easy: Beyond Market Neutrality in the ECB's
Corporate QE”, New Economics Foundation (2020).
18
European Central Bank, “ECB launches review of its
monetary policy strategy”, accessed 28 February 2021,

disproportionately biased towards carbonintensive sectors.17 However, change is
seemingly afoot, as the ECB has launched a
review of its monetary policy strategy with
the inclusion of sustainability considerations,
established a climate change centre within the
ECB, and begun investing in the Bank for
International Settlements’ (BIS) green bond
fund.18 The financial markets and their
participants, as crucial actors in ensuring that
the European Green Deal is realised, have
not been left idle. European legislation,
notably the Taxonomy Regulation, which
formally classifies which economic activities
are environmentally sustainable, as well as
several proposed Regulations and Directives
as to corporate and financial disclosure of
climate-related information, have been
brought forward to ensure the financial
sector joins the transition.19 The EC has also
established an International Platform on
Sustainable Finance (IPSF) and a Member
State Expert Group (MSEG) on Sustainable
Finance in order to further the EU’s
regulatory influence both at home and
abroad.20 All of this, coupled with the EU’s
participation in the Network for Greening of
the Financial System (NGFS) and the work
of the Financial Centres for Sustainability
(FC4S) initiative, demonstrate a concerted
https://www.ecb.europa.eu/press/pr/date/2020/html/ecb.p
r200123~3b8d9fc08d.en.html; European Central Bank,
“ECB sets up climate change centre”, accessed 28
February 2021,
https://www.ecb.europa.eu/press/pr/date/2021/html/ecb.p
r210125_1~3fc4ebb4c6.en.html; European Central Bank,
“ECB to invest in Bank for International Settlements’
green bond fund”, accessed 28 February 2021,
https://www.ecb.europa.eu/press/pr/date/2021/html/ecb.p
r210125~715adb4e2b.en.html.
19
European Union, Taxonomy Regulation (2020),
accessed 1 March 2021, https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legalcontent/EN/TXT/?uri=CELEX:32020R0852.
20
European Commission, “Overview of sustainable
finance”, accessed 1 March 2021,
https://ec.europa.eu/info/business-economyeuro/banking-and-finance/sustainable-finance/overviewsustainable-finance_en.
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effort to divert the forces of capitalism onto
a more sustainable footing.

Conclusion

given the lack of time remaining. The
European Green Deal has faced and will
inevitably continue to face innumerable trials
and tribulations as befits a policy that aims to
overhaul the entire European economy.
Fears of ‘carbon leakage’ could lead to a more
protectionist Europe anathema to its freetrading basis, while due respect must be paid
to the constitutional framework of the EU as
the Green Deal is transformed into legal and
economic policies.24 Nevertheless, capitalism
has demonstrated that while it can produce
sub-optimal outcomes in terms of equality, it
is remarkably resilient. Prudent European
regulation, coupled with sizeable monetary
policy decisions, Member State fiscals and
taxation, and the mobilisation of the financial
sector, can ensure the success of the
European Green Deal within its capitalist
domain. Detractors will lament the level of
state intervention it will require and the fate
of those who lose out from the transition, but
surely the cost of inaction would be far
greater.

The climate crisis can be solved within the
parameters of democratic capitalism because
in Europe, at least, there are few alternatives

By Conor Spain

A green recovery?
Arguably the greatest threat to the success of
the European Green Deal was not capitalism
but the COVID-19 pandemic. Once the
effects of the pandemic began to be felt in
Europe, some Members of the European
Parliament (MEPs) called for the Green Deal
to be put on hold to consolidate efforts on
the economic recovery from the pandemic.21
This was not entertained as an option, with
President von der Leyen underlining that the
European Green Deal was to be part of the
recovery strategy.22 Research has found that
there may be a silver lining to the pandemic
in enhancing the feasibility of achieving the
European Green Deal’s targets, while the
Next Generation EU recovery package
provides enhanced financing towards these
goals.23
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23
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